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C h a p t e r  1
I n t r o d u c t i o n
Every research starts with an idea. This idea can be rational or crazy, bright or 
ordinary, accidental or the result of long lasting reflections. Nevertheless, the idea 
remains just a hypothesis as long as a trial for being “alive” or “dead” is fulfilled. 
After the birth of an idea till it has been carefully checked and found viable, there 
is a whole story behind. In this introduction I would like to present a story, which 
began several years ago and brought me to this point, when you hold the thesis 
in your hands.
The discovery of graphene in 2004 immediately attracted the attention of the sci­
entific community on this subject, first because of its unique electronic properties, 
then for all others, like optical, structural, mechanical and its stability. In this 
thesis we investigate the temperature dependence of the exceptional structural, 
mechanical and thermal properties of graphene, the first truly 2D crystal.
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FIGURE 1.1: Different allotropes of carbon. A and B: 3D -  graphite and diamond, C: 2D -  
graphene, D: ID  -  nanotube, E: OD fullerene (C60).
1.1 History of discovery
The subject of this thesis is graphene. So, what is graphene? Graphene is one of the 
forms of carbon, which is the chemical element with symbol C and atomic number 6. 
The triple-alpha process in the cores of the giant and supergiant stars is responsible 
for the birth of all the carbon in our Universe, that afterwards is distributed by 
supernova explosions all around.
Carbon is one of the oldest elements known to mankind. It was used in the form 
of coal (or charcoal) in the metal manufacturing by Egyptians and Sumerians since 
approximately 3750BC, and in the form of graphite to decorate pottery in south­
eastern Europe. Diamond, which is also a form of carbon has been known in India 
for at least 3000 years (most likely for 6000). Nevertheless, the first true chemical 
analysis of carbon was made only in the beginning of the 18th century by Ferchault 
de Réaumur. In 1772 Antoine Lavoisier showed that the only product of diamond 
combustion is carbon dioxide, and in 1789 he listed carbon as a chemical element. 
About two decades later in 1797, Smithson Tennant showed that by burning dia­
mond and graphite, the released amount of carbon dioxide is the same, and thus, 
he proved the chemical equivalence of diamond and graphite. By the end of the 19th 
century three allotropes of carbon were known: amorphous carbon (coal/charcoal), 
graphite and diamond. Two of these three allotropes (graphite and diamond, see 
Fig. 1.1A-B) have one similarity -  they are three-dimensional (3D).
It took more than 150 year before the one-dimensional (1D) allotrope of carbon was 
discovered. In the 1952, L. V. Radushkevich and V. M. Lukyanovich published clear 
images of 50 nm diameter carbon tubes in the Soviet Journal of Physical Chem­
istry [1]. It was the first image of carbon nanotubes (you can see an example in 
Fig. 1.1D). Nevertheless, only in 1997 the first real application of a carbon nan­
otube, as a single-electron transistors (operating at low temperature) was demon­
strated by groups at Delft University and UC Berkeley. Nowadays, carbon nanotubes 
are widely used in industry.
The next prominent carbon-related discovery was made in 1985 by Harold Kroto, 
James Heath, Sean O’Brien, Robert Curl and Richard Smalley at Rice University, 
where they synthesized the first fullerene molecule, C60 [2]. Fullerenes are actually 
the zero-dimensional (0D) allotrope of carbon (in Fig. 1.1E you can see the C60 
molecule). The Nobel Prize in Chemistry was awarded in 1996 for the discovery of
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fullerenes. Like nanotubes, fullerenes have many potential applications in material 
science, electronics, and nanotechnology.
Thus, at the beginning of the 21st century, zero-dimensional (fullerenes), one­
dimensional (nanotubes) and three-dimensional (amorphous carbon, graphite and 
diamond) allotropes of carbon were known. Only the two-dimensional allotrope 
shown in Fig. 1.1C was missing. Nevertheless, this two-dimensional allotrope al­
ready had a name -  “graphene”. The term graphene is a combination of “graphite” 
and the suffix “-ene” (from “benzene”) was introduced by Hanns-Peter Boehm, who 
described single-layer carbon foils in 1962 [3]. For more than 40 years, graphene 
resisted any attempt of experimental observations. It was discovered in 2004 by 
the team of Andre Geim and Konstantin Novoselov [4] and just 6 years later they 
received the Nobel Prize in Physics for this discovery.
R e m a r k  1 .1 :  M il e s t o n e s  o f  t h e  h is t o r y  o f  C a r b o n  d is c o v e r ie s
AND USE ON EARTH
•  3750BC: Earliest known use by the Egyptians and Sumerians. Wood chars (or 
charcoal) were used for the reduction of copper, zinc and tin ores in the manufacture 
of bronze, charcoal was also used as domestic fuel.
•
rate pottery during the Neolithic Age in southeastern Europe.
•
Egyptian papyri. The principal use appears to have been the application o f charcoal 
to adsorb odorous vapours from putrefying wounds and from within the intestinal 
tract.
•
water was stored in charred wooden barrels. This practice was certainly still in use 
in the 18th Century for extending the use of potable water on long sea voyages. 
Hindu documents of the same period (450 BC) also refer to the use o f sand and 
charcoal filters for the purification of drinking water.
•
complaints including epilepsy, chlorosis and anthrax.
parish, England, with immediate application as a sheep-marking tool.
Scheele.
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great impetus to the development of large-scale production methods for adsorbent 
carbons suitable for use in military respirators.
•  1952: L. V. Radushkevich and V. M. Lukyanovich published clear images of 50 nm 
diameter tubes.
Curl and Richard Smalley at Rice University.
Smalley for their discovery of the fullerenes. 
their discovery of graphene.
1.2 What is graphene?
The current definition is the following [5]:
Graphene is the name given to a flat monolayer of carbon atoms tightly packed into 
a two-dimensional (2D) honeycomb lattice, and is a basic building block for graphitic 
materials of all other dimensionalities. It can be wrapped up into 0D fullerenes, rolled 
into 1D nanotubes or stacked into 3D graphite.
On the other hand graphene can be considered as an infinitely large aromatic mo­
lecule, which is the limiting case of the family of flat polycyclic aromatic hydrocar- 
bons.1
Figure 1.2A shows the top view of graphene, with carbon-carbon bond length of 
about 0.142 nm and lattice constant of 0.246 nm, that is the same as for graphite. 
Since the monolayer graphene is just one atom thick, its thickness is an elusive quan­
tity, which is not well defined. There are several estimation of its thickness ranging 
from 0.023 nm [7] to 0.35 nm [8, 9], where the smallest quantity is estimated from 
the bending of a graphene flake under load, and the largest one from the phonon 
spectra measurements and calculations. So that, we can say that graphene is an 
example of 2D crystal.
1By the end of 2010 the largest known PAH molecule contains 222 carbon atoms [6]. For example 
Fig. 1.2A contains 112 carbon atoms.
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FIGURE 1.2: Top view of monolayer graphene (A) and side view of bilayer graphene (B). 
a =  0.246 nm is the lattice para meter, R =  0.142 nm in the interatomic d ¡stance, c =  0.335 nm 
in the interlayer separation in bilayer graphene.
We defined graphene as a monolayer of carbon atoms. One can extend this defini­
tion to the bilayer graphene, composed of two layers of carbon atoms in the hon­
eycomb lattice (see Fig. 1.2B). Both, monolayer and bilayer graphene differ from 
bulk graphite, and are also different from each other [10]. Actually the question 
arises: how many graphene layers are needed, so that multilayer graphene will be 
indistinguishable from bulk graphite?2 Alternatively, we can try to forget about the 
atomic structure of graphene. It can also be considered as a polymerized (tethered) 
membrane with fixed internal connectivity.3 Moreover it is the simplest membrane 
we can imagine. From this point of view, bilayer graphene is a prototype of bilayer 
membranes, forming cell walls.
All known images of graphene show that it is flat. The stability of a flat 2D phase 
seems to be in contradiction with the Mermin-Wagner theorem [18], which states 
the impossibility of long range order in two dimensions due to thermal fluctuations. 
Therefore the main objectives of this thesis are the investigation of the structural 
and thermal properties of graphene.
We are focusing on the properties of monolayer and bilayer graphene. In chapter 2 
we will give a general description of graphene as a membrane. In chapter 3 we 
describe in detail questions of large scale simulations of graphene and focus on the 
efficiency of the Monte Carlo simulations of graphene. The two following chapters, 
namely 4 and 5 are dedicated to the temperature dependence of lattice parameter, 
elastic properties and heat capacity of monolayer and bilayer graphene respectively.
2After 5 layers, the difference between bulk graphite and graphene is negligible.
3In nature, an example of a polymerized membrane is the cytoskeleton (network of actin and 
other filaments) in cell walls.
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In chapter 6 we discuss the properties of graphene as a membrane, and finally in 
the chapter 7 we will try to melt graphene. Every chapter is relatively independent 
of the others, and can be read separately.
1.3 Ways of research
There are a lot of ways of research. For many hundreds (even thousands) of years 
the only way of research was observations. Later people started to construct theories 
and conduct experiments. In the second half on the 20th century computational 
physics appeared on the scene.
In this thesis we investigate the properties of graphene by means of Monte Carlo 
simulation. We can trace the history of Monte Carlo methods back to 1777, when 
Georges-Louis Leclerc described an algorithm for finding n based on the probability 
to observe some event. In 1899 Lord Rayleigh showed that the one-dimensional ran­
dom walk gives an approximate solution of parabolic partial differential equation. 
About 30 years later, Andrey Kolmogorov and Ivan Petrovsky showed the connec­
tion between random walks (or Markov chains) and integro-differential equations, 
and suggested the possibility to describe stochastic processes in terms of differential 
equations. A bit later, Enrico Fermi in 1930 in Italy and later with John von Neu­
mann and Stanislaw Ulam in Los-Alamos proposed to use the connection between 
differential equations and stochastic processes in the opposite direction, namely 
to use a stochastic approach to approximate multidimensional integrals. Finally, 
in 1949 Nicholas Metropolis and Stanislaw Ulam published the article called “The 
Monte Carlo Method” [11]. The name of the method arises from the city Monte 
Carlo, known for its casino. 4
Nowadays, Monte Carlo methods are widely used in mathematics, physics, engi­
neering, applied statistics, telecommunications, biology, business and finance, etc.
R e m a r k  1 .2 :  G e o r g e s -L o u is  L e c l e r c
Georges-Louis Leclerc, Comte de Buffon (7 September 1707 -  16 April 1788) was a French 
naturalist, mathematician, cosmologist, and encyclopedic author. He published thirty-six 
volumes of his “Histoire naturelle” , some additional volumes have been published after his 
death. Buffon's method of calculation o f n based on throwing a needle of length L on a 
sheet of paper with parallel lines separated by the distance r. Then, the probability that 
a line crossed a needle is given by
(1.1)
0 0
4Stanislaw Ulam wrote in his autobiography, that the name of the method was proposed by 
Nicholas Metropolis, in honour of his uncle.
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where 9 is the angle between the needle and the lines and A is the distance from the 
beginning of the needle to the nearest line.
Why do we use Monte Carlo simulations? The answer to this question arises from 
the nature of the problems that we are going to study. The mechanical and elastic 
properties of graphene we are interested in, should be explored at the macroscopic 
scale much larger than the interatomic distance. Moreover, to study the properties 
of graphene as a crystalline membrane and to probe its anharmonicity we should go 
to even larger scales of the order of at least tens of nanometers. It means that we 
should study systems with at least several thousands atoms, or for bilayer graphene 
twice this number. Already this requirement makes any ab-initio calculation not 
feasible, because of their complexity. In addition, we want to take into account 
thermal effects in a wide range of temperatures up to the melting point. It naturally 
limits us to classical Monte Carlo or Molecular Dynamics simulations. In this thesis 
we are focusing on the equilibrium properties of graphene and both methods are 
suitable for our research. In chapter 3 we will show that both approaches give the 
same result. Taking into account that Monte Carlo simulations are much faster than 
Molecular Dynamics, it is more convenient to do Monte Carlo simulations.
8 CHAPTER 1
C h a p t e r  2
F r o m  t h e  t h e o r y  o f  t h i n  e l a s t i c  
PLATES AND CRYSTALLINE MEMBRANES 
TO GRAPHENE
In this chapter we introduce the continuum description of graphene as a crys­
talline membrane, which means that we neglect microscopic details and consider 
it on lengthscales much larger than interatomic distances. Since the thicknesso o
of graphene is estimated to be between 0.23 A [7] and 3.5 A [8, 9], we can 
safely assume that it is a truly two-dimensional surface, fluctuating in the three­
dimensional Euclidean space. We will use the language of differential geometry 
to introduce the basic notations. This approach turns out to be a powerful tool to 
explore the physics of fluctuating membranes, regardless of their intrinsic order 
(liquid, hexatic, crystalline). Alternatively, one can start from the classical theory 
of thin elastic plates and employ the conventional description to re-derive the free 
energy for graphene. At the end of the chapter we calculate within the harmonic 
approximation the correlation functions, which are the measurable quantities, 
characterising the structural stability of graphene.
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In statistical physics, the free energy is a convenient quantity to describe the be­
haviour of a system in thermodynamic equilibrium at finite temperature. In the 
following sections we derive the expression for the free energy of graphene, which 
characterises the deviation from a homogeneous flat state, and then we calculate 
thermodynamic averages, based on this expression.
2.1 Elastic free energy
There are two main ingredients entering the free energy i) the bending energy, 
responsible for out-of-plane deformations (deviation from the flat state), and ii) 
the stretching energy, characterising the in-plane deformations. Thus the total free 
energy is given by the sum
where the last term is a line tension energy associated with the boundary contribu­
tion. Since the boundary term is proportional to the size of the system F line ~  L and 
the bending and stretching are the integrals over the surface, F bend,stretch ~  L 2, the 
last term can be neglected for any reasonable size of the system (see Remark 2.1). 
In this thesis we consider samples of graphene with minimum typical size of L ~  
15 nm. Moreover in most cases we use periodic boundary conditions for which the 
last term does not exist at all. For crystalline membranes F stretch is usually the dom­
inant contribution, whereas for fluid membranes this term vanishes, F stretch =  0, 
because the molecules can easily flow within the membrane.
R e m a r k  2 .1 :  W h e n  c a n  o n e  n e g l e c t  t h e  l in e  t e n s i o n ?
The line tension term entering Eq. (2.1) can be roughly estimated as F\ine =  yL, where 




where the energy is divided by three, because each atom forms three bonds. 
Similarly, F stretch can be estimated as
(2.3)
where b =  12.7 eV/Â2 is the 2D bulk modul us (see Table 4.1 in chapter 4). Requiring 
F\ine ^  F stretch, we find that for samples much Iarger than L =  y/b =  0.14 Â, F\ine can 
be neglected.
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Generally speaking the free energy is a functional of the invariants that do not 
depend on the choice of the coordinate system. Here we focus on graphene, a 
relatively flat membrane, which can be described by small deviations from the flat 
plane.
In fact since the bending rigidity of graphene is very high k ~  1 eV ~  40 kBT  
(chapter 5), graphene is always above the crumpling transition that has been shown 
to occur at k/(kBT) ~  1 for crystalline membranes (see [12], chapter 6). This 
means that crumpling can occur for small values of k, whereas for k >  kBT (as 
for graphene) the membrane remains relatively flat. Experimentally, till the end 
of 2010  nobody observed crumpled graphene even for samples with up to 1 cm 
typical size (there are observations [13] and theoretical analysis [14] of scrolled 
graphene). Therefore, we introduce the Monge representation as a natural and 
justified parametrization for graphene, and we derive the free energy (2 .1) in this 
system of coordinates, as described in the following section.
2.1.1 Monge representation
Strictly speaking, a surface or two-dimensional manifold is a mathematical object. 
The word two-dimensional, or 2D refers to the fact that two independent directions 
are required to define any given point q on the surface. Our surface is embedded 
into the three-dimensional (3D) space, and this means that we need three numbers 
or coordinates to specify each point of the space. A parameterized surface in R3 is 
characterized by a mapping x  : U c  R2 ^  V C R3 from an open set U ^  R2 into 
R3 as shown in Fig. 2 .1 . A map x, which is a generalization of a function, assigns to 
every point in U with coordinates (u, v) exactly one point in V with coordinates
x(u,v) = (x(u, v), y(u, v), z(u, v )) . (2.4)
It is required, that the functions x ,y ,z  have continuous partial derivatives of all 
orders in U1, so that the set U is smooth and we can extend the notions of calculus
to it. Let xu =  (dx/du, dy/du, dz/du) and xv =  (dx/dv, dy/dv, dz/dv) indicate the 
tangent vectors at x(q) (see Fig. 2 .1 ). The point q g U is a regular point if and only 
if
(xu x xv)(q) =  0, (2.5)
where x denotes the vector product. To show that some surface S is regular, we 
need to i) guarantee the existence of a tangent plane at all points of S and ii) 
prevent self-intersection. These conditions imply that i) dx/du x dx/dv =  0 in every 
point of V, and ii) the map x  has an inverse, which is continuous. Moreover, these 
conditions also mean that there is one and only one normal in every point of the 
surface.
1In differential geometry to define normals and curvatures, it is usually sufficient to require that 
functions have continuous derivatives up to the second order, f  g C2.
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FIGURE 2 .1 : The map x  : U ^  V n S of an open set U into V is called a parametrization 
or a system of local coordinates in a neighbourhood of x(q). The m ap x  assigns to every point 
q G U with coordinates (u, v) exactly one point in V with coordinates x(q) given by Eq. (2.4).
R e m a r k  2 . 2 :  M u l t id im e n s io n a l  s p a c e
In general, in the same way we can parameterize a surface with any number of dimensions 
d > 2, embedded into any N-dimensional space, where d and N are positive integers, 
and d <  N. Since, in this thesis we will deal with graphene (which is an example of a 2D 
object) embedded into the physical 3D-space, we limit our definitions to the case of =  d2 
and N =  3.
Given a parametrization x  : U c  R2 ^  S we can define the unit normal vector at 
each point p g x(U ) of the surface as
=  | S |  (p ) . (2 .6)
This parametrization is very general. Here we focus on graphene, a relatively flat 
membrane, which can be described by small deviations from the flat plane. So, we 
can parameterize the surface (membrane) as
x (x, y, h (x ,y)), (x,y) G U c  R 2, (2.7)
which is called the Monge form. Since h(x,y) is a differentiable function (see 
Fig. 2 .2 ), using (2.6) we can calculate in every point the unit normal to the sur­
face defined as [15]
n =  (- h,x, - h , y , |Vh|2 =  h2x +  h2y, (2.8)
V l  +  |Vh|2 ' ,x ,y
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FIGURE 2 .2 : The function h(u, v) specifies the height of the surface above the base plane at 
the point (u, v). For convenience, in the to t, we change the notations u ^  x and v ^  y.
where h,x — dh/dx, and h,y — dh/dy.
R e m a r k  2 . 3 :  N o t a t io n s  o f  p a r t ia l  d e r iv a t iv e s
In this thesis, we will use three notations for the partial derivatives of some function F
dF  d2 F
___=  F  ______=  F  (2 9)o — ± ,x? o o — ,xyidx oxoy
where the partial derivatives are taken with respect to the variables written in subscript
F
dF
— dx F  (2 .10)ox
F F
either a scalar, or a vector.
The third notation will be used only for vector functions. The notation Fx,y means deriva­
tive of the x-component of the vector function F  with respect to the variable y
dF
Fx,y — - y  — dy Fx. (2 .11)
Each point of the surface is also characterized by two curvatures, the mean curvature 
H  and the Gaussian curvature K , which depend on the spatial variation of the
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normal n
H  = -  1 (V -  n), (2 .12)
K  = - 1 V - (n(V ■ n) -  (n ■ V )n). (2 .13)
Within the Monge parametrization the mean and the Gaussian curvatures H  and K  
can be written explicitly in terms of the second derivatives of h, as follows
(1 +  h2x)h,yy — 2h,xh,y h ,xy +  (l +  h2y )h, 
' (1 +  h% + )3/2 '
H  =  ^  ' ,v, j'v,yy ^'-,x-,^-,x  i V.-1 i 't-, '^t-,xx (2 14 )
h h h2h,xxh,yy h,xy ro -,
K  =  ( T + h r  +  h y ? . (2 '15)
The mean and the Gaussian curvatures can also be expressed in terms of the princi­
pal curvatures k  and k2 as
H  =  1 (ki +  K2 ), (2 .16)
K  =  k\k2, (2 .17)
where k  and k2 are the maximum and the minimum of the normal curvature at 
a given point on a surface. The principal curvatures measure the maximum and 
minimum bending of a regular surface at each point.
R e m a r k  2 . 4 :  Ga s p a r d  M o n g e
Gaspard Monge, count de Péluse, (born May 9, 1746, Beaune, France - died July 28, 1818, 
Paris) was a French mathematician. Inventor (“father”) of descriptive geometry, he also 
provided an important stimulus to the rediscovery of projective geometry. Professor of 
geometry (1768), professor of physics (1771), member of Académie des sciences (1780). 
One of the first 48 members of L'Institut de France. He was a prominent scientist with 
many important works in mathematics, physics, chemistry, mechanics and even artillery 
and military science. Prominent figure during the French Revolution, he helped to establish 
the metric system and the École Polytechnique. After the fall of Napoleon he was deprived 
of all his honours, excluded from the list of members of L'Institut de France (1816), became 
sick and died (1818). He was buried in Le Pére Lachaise Cemetery, and later transferred 
to the Panthéon.
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2.1.2 Bending energy
We start with the lattice model of bending2, see for instance chapter 6 in [12] or [16] 
written as
F bend — K ^   ^ni ' nj , (2 .18)
(i,j)
for all pairs of nearest neighbours i, j . The minimum of this energy corresponds 
to the state with a parallel orientation of the unit normals in all the lattice sites 
ni II nj, Vi, j ,  i.e. to a flat layer. If the layer remains almost flat we can make an 
approximation
-  ^  ni ■ nj =  -  ^  cos(i0 (i,j)) ~  -  ^ ^ 1  -  ( S 0 j  ]  , (2 .19)
(i,j) (i,j) (i,j)K '
where 50 j  is the angle between two normals assigned to two adjacent sites, which 
is a small value. Omitting the constant and replacing the summation over all sites 
by spatial integration we recover the X Y -model [16] as
Fbend -  K ^ ( ¿ 0 <i,j>)2 = ^  K Í  dA |V0 |2, (2 .20 )
(i,j) J
where dA is the surface area element and 0 (x ,y ) is the angle between the normals 
and the z-axis in the given point (x, y). In 2D n =  (sin 0 ,0 ,  cos 0 )  and we can show3 
that the integrand is just the norm of Vn
|Vn|2 =  n2x,  +  'n2x,y +  nl,x +  nl,y =  |V012. (2 .21)
By using the identity
(V ■ n)2 +  |V x n |2 -  V ■ [n(V ■ n) -  (n ■ V)n] =  |Vn|2, (2 .22)
and noting that for a regular surface with oriented boundary V x n =  0 and substi­
tuting the latter equation into (2 .20 ) we find the bending energy
Fbend =  K f  dA [(V ■ n)2 -  V ■ (n(V  ■ n) -  (n ■ V )n )] . (2 .23)
Let us rewrite the expression for the bending energy assuming the linear approxi­
mation as described below.
• Expanding the normal, given in the Monge representation (2 .8 ), up to the first 
order in the derivatives of the height h we find
n ~  ( - h,x, - h,y, 1), (2 .24)
where we have neglected in the denominator |Vh|2, which gives a higher order 
corrections to the normal. Later in chapter 5 we will show that indeed for 
graphene |Vh| 2 <  1, and thus can be always neglected.
2Any smooth surface can be triangulated, thus giving a possibility to use lattice model.
3Locally, one can always choose the system of coordinates so that the azimuthal angle ^ =  0.
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• In the same way the surface area element is given by
dA =  d2x(1 +  |Vh|2) — d2x. (2 .25)
• The first term in (2 .23 ), associated with the squared mean curvature H 2 (see 
Eq. (2 .12 ))
4H 2 =  (V ■ n)2 -  (h,xx +  hyy)2 =  (V2h)2. (2 .26)
The reader should remember that V 2h is a special notation for the Laplacian 
(divergence of the gradient of h), which differs from the common one for the 
modulus of a two-component vector |V2h|2 =  h2xx +  h2yy.
The last term in (2 .23) is
V -(n (V -n )-(n -V )n ) =  na,anß,ß-nß,«n«,ß =  h,aah,ßß-(h,aß)2 =  2det(h,aß). (2 .27)
So that, F bend can be written in the form, quadratic in the second order derivatives 
of the height function h(x,y), as
Fbend -  K J  d2x [(V2h)2 -  2 det(h,aß)]. (2 .28)
One can recognize two curvature contributions to the bending energy: the first term  
is the mean curvature H2 (Eq. (2 .1 4 )), written in the linear approximation, and the 
last term det(h,aß) =  h,xxh,yy -  (h,xy)2 is the Gaussian curvature Eq. (2 .15 ). Accord­
ing to the generalised Gauss-Bonnet theorem [15] the last term is an integral of 
the geodesic curvature over the boundary, given that the topology does not change 
with bending. In this thesis we will neither consider the change of topology nor 
the contribution of the boundary to the free energy, as was stated above Eq. (2 .1 ). 
Therefore, we assume the bending energy in the following form
Fbend =  K ƒ  d2x (V2h)2. (2 .29)
R e m a r k  2 . 5 :  3D  e l a s t ic  p r o b l e m
The mechanics of thin elastic plates is described by the Kirchoff-Love model. The energy 
can be written as an expansion in the thickness of the plate l, a small parameter. Then 
the elastic energy is given by the deformation of the middle-surface S  (in this case it is 
also a neutral surface where the strain vanishes)
K  f
Fstretch =  2  dA [Tr(uaß)2 -  2(1 -  v ) det uaß\, (2 .30)
D f
Fbend =  — dA [T r(x aß)2 -  2(1 -  v ) det . (2 .31)
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The coefficients K  =  Y l / ( 1 - v 2), D  =  Y l3/1 2 (1 -v 2), where Y  is the Young modulus and 
v is the Poisson ratio. The two-dimensional tensors uaß, ^ ^ ^ ^ e  indices a, ß =  1,2
H
the Gaussian curvature K  can be expressed as H  =  T r(xaß)/2  and K  =  det(xaß), which 
is equivalent to Eqs. (2.16) and (2.17).
2.1.3 Stretching energy
Now we are going to find the expression for the stretching energy, entering the 
Eq. (2 .1 ). The usual approach is to start with the definition of the strain tensor (see 
e.g. the classical book of Landau [17] for details). Let us consider the deformation 
of our membrane, resulting in a displacement of every point with a prescribed vec­
tor u. Then the new coordinates are related to the old ones (undeformed) by the 
relationship x ' =  x  +  u. This translation consequently gives the distance between 
two infinitesimally close points as follows
(dxf)2 = (dxa +  dua)2, a  =  1, 2, 3. (2 .32)
Substituting dua =  ua,ßdxß (summation for repeated indices is used) we find
(dxa) dxa 2ua,ßdxadxß +  uY,auY,ßdxadxß 2uaßdxadx ß, (2 .33)
where
1 ( dua du» du,y ôuy\
u‘ ß =  H  W f  +  s f  +  n ¿  s i )  ( 2 3 4 )
is called the strain tensor.
For the Monge parametrization Eq. (2 .7 ), we can rewrite the last expression in the 
form ( )
uaß 2  (yua,ß +  uß,a +  h,ah,ß). (2 .35)
The stretching energy can be constructed as the sum of two invariants of the two­
dimensional strain tensor
F stretch ^ j  d x [^uaa +  2ßuaß] , (2 .36)
where A and ß are called the Lamé coefficients [17]. This expression is equivalent 
to Eq. (2 .30).
The term ha h,ß in (2 .35) accounts for the coupling between the bending and the 
stretching (non-zero Vh causes a non-zero uaß) and makes the problem of finding 
the equilibrium state highly non-linear. To treat the problem analytically this term 
is usually omitted
uaß -  2  (u f,ß +  uß,f ). (2 .37)
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Such approximation, allows to separate bending and stretching parts of the effec­
tive free energy and therefore it is called harmonic. Later in this chapter we will 
work within this harmonic approximation. In chapters 3 and 6 we will discuss what 
happens if we do not neglect the term h,ah,ß.
For the 2D case the Lamé coefficients can be expressed in terms of the Young mod­
ulus Y  and the Poisson ratio v as [12, 17]
a =  7 ^ , ß — —^ ^^-^. (2 -3®1 -  v2 2(1 +  v )
Alternatively, we can express Y  and v in terms of A and ß
Y  = v =  b - ß . (2 .39)b +  ß b +  ß
Combining F bend from Eqs. (2 .28) and F stretch from Eq. (2 .36) we can write the final 
expression for the total free energy as
F tot =  1  ƒ  d2x [K(V2h)2 +  Aufa +  2ßufß] . (2 .40)
In chapter 4  we will use Eqs. (2 .3 6 )-(2 .3 9 ) to find the elastic moduli of graphene.
2.2 Fourier transforms and correlation functions
In general, a membrane minimizes its energy by adopting a certain shape. At zero 
temperature, the membrane is flat (unless external forces are applied). At finite 
temperature, the membrane exchanges energy with its environment. This exchange 
of energy allows the membrane to explore the configurations that include energet­
ically unfavorable bending deformations, which are entropycally favorable. Such 
deformations may result in ripples or wrinkles, which cause the orientation of the 
surface (and normals) to change with position as shown in Fig. 2.2.
As we agreed, we represent the orientation of the surface at position x  by a normal 
n(x) in that point and by the height of the surface h(x,y) above the base plane. 
For the flat configuration, all normals are parallel to each other, so that the scalar 
product n (xi) ■ n (x2) is independent of x i and x 2 and equal to one. For a “wavy” 
(corrugated) configuration, the normals will change with position, so that n (x 1) ■ 
n (x2) will become space dependent.
The scalar product of the normals provides a measure of the surface fluctuations. 
For points close to each other on the surface, the normals n (x 1) and n (x2) are nearly 
parallel, and n (x 1) ■ n (x2) is roughly equal to one. If the positions of the points are 
far apart, then the product can be 0 <  n (x 1) ■ n (x2) <  1. Thus, the average of 
the normal-normal product (n (x1) ■ n (x2)) over the entire surface of the membrane
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should change from near one at small separation, to smaller values at large separa­
tion. The spatial correlation of the normals can be characterized by the persistence 
length Z
(n (x1) ■ n (x2)) =  e xp (-S x /Z ), (2 .41)
where Sx =  |x1 -  x 2|. We can calculate the dependence of (n (x1 ) ■ n (x2)) on the 
separation Sx.
We will use the notation x  =  (x, y, h (x,y)) for the coordinates in 3D, and X  =  
(x, y) for the coordinates in the X Y -plane.
Based on Eq. (2 .8) we can expand the normal up to second order in h
(  h2x +  h2, \  3 
n =  i-h,x, -h,y, 1 ----- ,—2— ~  ) +  O(h ). (2 .42)
Thus the product n (x 1) ■ n (x2) can be written as
n (x1) ■ n (x2) =  h ,x(X1)h ,x(X2) +  h,y(X 1)h,y(X2) +
| h2x (X 1) +  h2, ( X 1) h2x (X 2) +  h2, (X 2) , ^ ^
+  1 -  - ------------------------------ ,----------------------- +  O (h3) =
=  1 |dx(h(X1) -  h (X 2))|2 |dy(h(X) -  h (X 2))|2 +  O(h3). (2 43)
It is convenient to go over to the Fourier space with the wave vector q =  (qx, qy). 
We can write h(X) as an inverse Fourier transformation of h(q)
A Í
h(X) =  4 —2 I dq exp(iq ■ X )h (q ), (2 .44)
where A  is the area of the membrane, h(X) is a real function, h(q) is a complex 
function.
The last two terms of Eq. (2 .43) in terms of the Fourier components are of the form
dq exp(iq ■ X 1)h(q) -  / dq' exp(iq ■ X 2)h(q;)
A
dx(h(X1) -  h (X 2)) =  4 -^dx
A
=  4n2 dqiqx[exp(iq ■ X 1) -  exp(iq ■ X 2)]h(q). (2 .45)
As in Eq. (2 .43) we permitted the function h(q) to be complex, to find the absolute 
value |ôx[h(X1) -  h (X 2)]|2 we need to multiply Eq. (2 .45) by its complex conjugate
|<9x(h (X 1) -  h (X 2))|2 =  ƒ  dq dq' qxqi [exp(iq ■ X 1) -  exp(iq ■ X 2)]x
[exp(-iq ' ■ X 1) -  exp (-iq ' ■ X 2)]h(q)h*(q'). (2 .46)
The average (n (x1) ■ n (x2)) actually involves two averages: one over the thermally 
allowed configurations of membrane, and the second over the positions x,. First, let
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us find the position (space) average of Eq. (2 .46)
A
(4n2)2
dq dq' qx4x[exp(iq ■ X 1) -  exp(iq ■ X 2)][exp(-iq ' ■ X 1) -  e xp (-iq ' ■ X 2)]h(q)h*(q') 
A
A
(|dx(h(X1) -  h (X 2))|2)space =  J  d X 1 d X2 S(X -  ( X 1 -  X 2)) X
(4n2)2
d X 1 / dq dq' qx q'x exp[i(q -  q') ■ X 1][1 -  exp(iq ■ X)]h(q)h*(q')
A
—  ƒ  dq dq' qxqxS(q -  q')[1 -  exp( - i q ■ X)][1 -  exp(iq' ■ X )]h (q)h*(q') =
A Í
dq qx [2 -  2cos(q ■ X)]h(q)h*(q). (2 .47)
4n2 _
Here we used the following mathematical identities
—  I  dx exp(iq ■ x) =  S(q), f  dq exp(iq ■ x) =  —  S(x), (2 .48)
2n J  J  2n
and
( exp(ix) -  1) ( e x p (-ix ) -  1) =  2 -  2 cos x. (2 .49)
Similar expression can be obtained for (|dy(h (X 1 ) -  h (X 2))|2). Repeating the calcu­
lations of Eq. (2 .47 ), we obtain
(|dy(h(X1) -  h (X 2))|2)space =  ^  /  dq qy (2 -  2 cos(q ■ X))h(q)h*(q). (2 .50)
So that, substituting Eqs. (2 .47) and (2 .50) in Eq. (2 .43 ), we find
(n(x) ■ n(0)) =  1 -  4A 2 ƒ  dqq2(1 -  cos(q ■ x ))(h (q)h*(q)), q2 =  |q |2. (2 .51)
Once we have calculated the space averages, the next step is to calculate averages 
(h(q)h*(q)), entering Eq. (2 .51) as ensemble average.
2.3 Fluctuations and correlation functions
As was mentioned in the previous section, fluctuations play an important role in 
2D systems. The stability of a flat 2D phase seems to be in contradiction with the 
Mermin-Wagner theorem [18], which states the impossibility of long range order 
in two dimensions due to thermal fluctuations. Therefore one of the objectives of 
this thesis is the calculation of the correlation functions, which carry the informa­
tion about the structural properties and fluctuations of the system. Usually, one 
calculates the correlation function of the order parameter 0 , which can be the mag­
netisation near a ferromagnetic transition, the density near the liquid-gas transition,
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or the average orientation of molecules near the nematic-isotropic transition. The 
order parameter is a macroscopic quantity, defined on scales larger than a molecular 
size, and it can be written in terms of a Fourier series
0(x ) 0q exp(iq ■ x), (2 .52)
q
where the wave vector q should be smaller than the inverse lattice constant a, |q| <  
A =  2n/a. It is known [19], that the probability distribution of microscopic states 
of any equilibrium system is characterized by the Gibbs distribution
exp(  ) '  a 5 3 )  
where F  is the free energy, H is the Hamiltonian of the system and T  is the tem­
perature, multiplied by the Boltzmann constant kB. Summing up the microscopic 
degrees of freedom for a given value of the order parameter 0 (x) we introduce a 
macroscopic probability distribution
P (0 ) =  e x p (F - p )  , (2 .54)
where F  is an effective energy (effective Hamiltonian) of the system, derived in 
a similar way as the Landau form for the mean-field free energy, sometimes also 
called the Hamiltonian or the Landau functional. The normalisation of Eq. (2 .54) 
gives the macroscopic partition function
Z  =  exp ( -  F /kBT ) =  ƒ  D 0 exp ( -  F /kBT ) , (2 .55)
where D0  denotes the functional (path) integral over all possible values of 0 (x) at 
all positions x  and can be rewritten as ƒ  D0  =  n q ƒ  d0q, where 0 q are the complex 
coefficients of the expansion Eq. (2 .52 ). The average value of the order parameter 
(0 ) is given by
(0) =  -1  ƒ  D 0 exp ( -  F /kBT ) 0 . (2 .56)
in the mean field approximation, which implies the smallness of the fluctuations of 
the order parameter 0 =  (0), the integral Eq. (2 .55) should be calculated in the 
vicinity of (0), which yields the free energy F  ~  F ((0)).
Everywhere in the thesis saying free energy, effective free energy, Hamiltonian or 
effective Hamiltonian we keep in mind one and the same.
2.4 Height-height correlation function
The effective energy of the fluctuating stressless membrane can be written in the 
Fourier space, by substituting
A r
h(x) =  > h(q) exp(iq ■ x) =  dq exp(iq ■ x)h(q), (2 .57)
q (2n)2 J
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where A  is the area of the membrane, into Eq. (2 .29 ), we find
k f  l2 , „ 2l \ 2 k A2
2 J  d x  (V h ) =  2 (2^
F  =  K f  d2x (V2h)2 =  ^ 7¡Av^ ƒ  dx d2qd2q' q2q'2h(q)h(q') exp(i(q +  q') ■ x)
=  f  ( 2 ö 2 / d2qq4|h(q)|2 = S q 41^ ^  (2 .58)
where |h(q)|2 =  h(q)h*(q) and the following mathematical identities were used
ƒ  d2x exp(i(q +  q') ■ x) =  (2n )26 (q +  q'), J  dq  S(q +  q ')f  (q') =  f  ( -q ) .  (2 .59) 
The average (h(q)h*(q)) can be found, by definition, using Eq. (2 .56)
(|h(q)|2) =  (h(q)h*(q)) =i2\ -  /ur„\u*r„w -  f Vh  |h(q)|2 exp( - F / k BT )
ƒ Dh e x p ( -F /k BT ) 
n q ƒ  dh(q) |h(q)|2 exp ( -  q q'4|h(q')|
(2 .60)
n q J dh(q) exp (  -  q/q'4|h(q')|2)
where the height function h plays the role of the order parameter 0 .
For the harmonic Hamiltonian the above integrals can be evaluated directly, using 
the following properties of the Gaussian integrals
ƒ dxx2e-ax2 _  d ( [  - a x 2 )  _  1 ƒ , __2  fñ
(x2) =  7 * ^  =  - d a logU dxe-a’ )  =  2S- J dxe-ax2 v a
(2 .61)
which can be generalised to multidimensional space (see for example Chaikin, Lu- 
benskyp.221 [16]) as
f  (  ^  \  nn/2dx1 dx2... dxn exp ( -  y a x 2) =  , —. (2 .62)
J  V /  VaTTTTan
Then we find the thermal average of the height-height fluctuations as
1 1 1 'T1
<ft(q)ft*{q» =  2 0 ; =  ^  (2 .63)
which can be substituted in Eq. (2 .51 ), yielding (n(x)n(0)).
The effective free energy can also be written in terms of the normals
F  =  -2 ƒ  d2x (V - n)2, (2 .64)
which is equivalent to the Eq. (2 .58 ), because of the identities Eqs. (2 .2 4 )-(2 .2 6 ) .  
Then we have the relationship
(n(q) ■ n*(q)) =  q2(h(q)h*(q)), (2 .65)
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which is true as long as |Vh|2 c  1. Using the same procedure as above, we find
1 1 ' T '
(n(q) ■ n*(q)) =  . (2 .66 )
A Kq2
We define the normal-normal correlation function G(q) as
1 1 ' T '
G(q) =  (n(q) ■ n*(q)) =  (|nq|2) =  , (2 .67)
a  Kq
and the height-height correlation function H(q) as
1 1 'T'
H  (q) =  (h(q)h*(q)) =  (|hq|2) =  —- £ r . (2 .68)
a  Kq
As follows from Eq. (2 .65) G(q) and H(q) are connected
G(q) =  q2H  (q). (2 .69)
Eq. (2 .63) allows to draw an important conclusion
(h2) «  L 2, (2 .70)
where (h2) is the average height fluctuation and L is the characteristic sample size. 
It means, that in the harmonic approximation given by Eq. (2 .37 ), out-of-plane 
fluctuations grow linearly with the sample size, leading to the destruction of any 
finite size sample. Similarly, we can write for the normals
(n(0) ■ n(R)) «  log R, (2 .71)
where R is the separation between points. To avoid this divergence we need to take 
into account the coupling between bending and stretching given by Eq. (2 .35 ). This 
question will be considered in the following chapters.
R e m a r k  2 . 6 :  E f f e c t  o f  s t r a in
It is possible to find the expressions for (n(q)n*(q)) and (h(q)h*(q)) also if the strain 
tensor uaß =  0. Here we will write this expression for the uniform deformation uaa =  
ußß =  0. In this case
1 1 'T'
(h(q)h*(q)) =  — 4 +  2 , (2 .72)
A Kq4 +  rq2
where t  is the applied strain. This equation shows, that an applied strain leads to sig­
nificant decrease of the average out-of-plane fluctuations. This effect will be analysed in 
more details in chapter 6 .
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FIGURE 2 .3 : Correlation functions G(q)  (dashed line) and q2H ( q )  (solid line) calculated in 
atomistic simulations of 20.660 nm by 20.448 nm graphene sample (see Eqs. (2.67) - ( 2.69)). 
The black dash-dotted line is a theoretical line for G(q)  in the harmonic approximation given in 
Eq. (2.67).
-1g, nm
The expressions (2 .6 7 )-(2 .6 9 )  are very important, and will be used in most chap­
ters of this thesis. They give us the possibility to investigate the structural and me­
chanical properties of graphene. Moreover, the normal-normal and height-height 
correlation functions G ( q ) ,  H ( q ) can be easily found from numerical simulations 
(see chapter 5). Figure 2.3 shows G ( q )  and H ( q )  calculated in atomistic simulations 
for 20.660  nm by 20.448  nm graphene sample. As we can see, for q ^  10 nm-1 
the functions G ( q )  and q2H ( q )  practically coincide. This fact means that the relation
IV  12 1 is correct for q ^  10 nm 1. The second noticeable feature, is the deviation 
of the values G ( q )  (and H ( q ) )  from the theoretical predictions of the continuum the­
ory for q ^  2 — 3 nm-1 . This deviation occurs because in the calculations of G ( q ) ,  the 
coupling between bending and stretching modes in Eq. (2 .35) for the strain tensor 
was neglected. We will discuss this fact in more detail in the following chapters 5, 6 . 
The other important point of this figure can be seen in the range of wave vectors 
q > 10 nm-1 . This is an area in g-space, where wave vectors are of the order of 
the inverse interatomic distance (which is equal to 0.142  nm). For such large q the 
continuum medium theory breaks down and individual atomic displacements start 
to play an important role. The peak in G ( q )  and H ( q )  calculated in atomistic simula­
tions corresponds to the first Bragg-peak, which is at qBragg =  47r / 3 a0 =  29.4  nm-1 .
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Special note: notations used for the correlation func­
tions
There is an ambiguity in the notations used for the normal-normal (n(q)n*(q)) and 
height-height (h(q)h*(q)) correlation functions. In the theory of membranes the no­
tation G(q) is often used to denote any of these two correlations function, depending 
on the context.
In this thesis, we used two notations. In the chapters 2, 3, 5 the notations G(q) 
is used to denote the normal-normal correlation function (n(q)n*(q)) and the no­
tations H(q) is used to denote height-height correlation function (h(q)h*(q)). In 
chapter 6 we deal only with height-height correlation functions, and we use the 
notation G(q) widely used in the literature of membranes.
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C h a p t e r  3
S c a l i n g  P r o p e r t i e s  o f  F l e x i b l e  
M e m b r a n e s : A p p l i c a t i o n  
t o  G r a p h e n e
Structure and thermodynamics of crystalline membranes are characterized by the 
long wavelength behavior of the normal-normal correlation function G(q). We 
calculate G(q) by Monte Carlo and Molecular Dynamics simulations for a quasi­
harmonic model potential and for a realistic potential for graphene. To access the 
long wavelength limit for finite-size systems (up to 40000 atoms) we introduce a 
Monte Carlo sampling based on collective atomic moves (wave moves). We find 
a power-law behaviour G(q) k  q-2+n with the same exponent n «  0.85 for both 
potentials. This finding supports, from the microscopic side, the adequacy of the 
scaling theory of membranes in the continuum medium approach, even for an 
extremely rigid material like graphene.
The body of this chapter has been published as “Scaling Properties of Flexible Membranes 
from Atomistic Simulations: Application to Graphene”,
J. H. Los, M. I. Katsnelson, O. V. Yazyev, K. V. Zakharchenko, A. Fasolino, Phys. Rev. B 80, 
R121405 (2009), arX iv:0903.3847.
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3.1 Introduction
Collective phenomena involving infinitely many degrees of freedom are often char­
acterized by scaling laws with power-law behavior of correlation functions. In three 
dimensional systems, this behavior occurs only at critical points [20, 21, 22 ]. In two 
dimensions (2D) the situation is different, and a whole temperature interval with 
“almost broken symmetry” and power-law decay of correlation functions frequently 
appears, the Kosterlitz-Thouless (KT) transition in 2D superfluids and superconduc­
tors [23] being a prototype example. Existence of real long range order, where 
correlation functions remain non-zero in the limit of infinite distance, is forbidden 
in such cases by the Mermin-Wagner theorem [24] due to the divergence of the con­
tribution of soft modes to relevant thermodynamic properties. The theory of flexible 
membranes [12 ] embedded in higher dimensions is an important part of the statisti­
cal mechanics of 2D systems. Here, we investigate the scaling behavior of crystalline 
flexible membranes by means of atomistic simulations, using graphene [4, 25, 26], 
the simplest known membrane, as an example.
3.2 Theory of membranes: continuum model
In the flat phase, the membrane in-plane and out-of-plane displacements are pa­
rameterized by a D-component ‘stretching’ phonon field ua(x), a  = 1 ...D, and by 
a dc = d — D  component out-of-plane height fluctuation h(x), where d is the space 
dimension and D is the membrane dimension. Softening of bending modes makes 
this situation very similar to the KT model. A minimal phenomenological model for 
membranes is just the elasticity theory described by the Hamiltonian [27, 12]
where k, ß and A are bending rigidity, shear modulus and Lamé coefficient and
is the strain tensor. In harmonic approximation, by neglecting the last, non-linear, 
term in Eq. (3 .2 ), the bending (h) and stretching (u) modes are decoupled.
The Hamiltonian (3 .1) is quadratic in the phonon degrees of freedom u which can 
be eliminated by Gaussian integration [12, 27 ]. In this way, the Hamiltonian can 
be rewritten only in terms of the Fourier components of the height h as the sum of 
a harmonic bending energy, quadratic in h, and an anharmonic part, non-quadratic 
in h, that results from the coupling of bending and stretching modes [27]. If one 
neglects the latter term, the membrane becomes crumpled at any finite temperature 
with, for D =  2, the mean square height fluctuations (h2) ~  L2 and normal-normal 
correlation functions that diverge logarithmically at large distances. Nelson and
(3.1)
uaß = 2 (daUß +  dß Ua +  dahdß h) (3.2)
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Peliti [27] suggested that the above anharmonic term stabilizes the flat phase at 
least at temperatures much smaller than n/kB. This flat phase is described by an 
effective bending rigidity n(q) ~  q-n and effective elastic moduli with power-law 
dependencies on q that partially suppress long wavelength bending fluctuations. As 
a result, the normal-normal correlation function remains finite, although (h2) still 
diverges as (h2) ~  L 2Z with (  =  1 — n/2 [12]. Thus, the flat phase is not truly flat, 
but still exhibits rather strong corrugation.
The continuum model (3 .1 ), which is called the model of phantom membranes, has 
a transition to a crumpled phase at a temperature of the order of k. The term ‘phan­
tom’ means that the model does not include self-avoidance, the natural condition 
of true physical systems. It is assumed that self-avoidance removes the phase tran­
sition to the high temperature crumpled phase while the scaling properties of the 
‘flat’ phase remain the same as in phantom membranes. The long wavelength limit 
was solved within the Self Consistent Screening Approximation in Ref. [28] yield­
ing n =  0.821. However, this approach is rigorous only in the limit dc ^  œ  and, 
strictly speaking, is uncontrollable for the real case of d =  3, D =  2 and dc =  1. A 
very recent non-perturbative renormalization group approach [29] yields n =  0.849. 
Also this method, though non-perturbative, involves a truncation procedure. The 
discretized version of this model was investigated by Bowick et al. by means of 
Monte Carlo simulations giving n ~  0.72 [30]. However, so far the behaviour of real 
atomistic membranes has not been investigated, and it remains uncertain whether 
the continuum theory applies.
3.3 Introduction of the “wave moves”
To characterize the long wavelength limit of the height fluctuations we compare 
the results of atomistic simulations to the predictions of this theory for the normal­
normal correlation functions G(q) =  (|nq|2). Starting from Eq. (3 .1) an expression 
for G(q) has been given from general scaling considerations [27, 12, 31] in the form 
of an effective Dyson equation
G- 1 (q) =  G- 1 (q) +  V(q) (3.3)
where G0 is the value derived in harmonic approximation
T N
and the self energy is
Go (q) =  k v  ■ ( 3 4 )
V ( ) A S 0 2 (  q0 V  (3 5 )
V(q) =  -NT 7 )  , (3 5)
with N the number of atoms, S0 =  L xL y/N  the area per atom, T the temperature 
in units of energy, q0 =  2-k^JB/k, B  the two-dimensional bulk modulus1 and A an
1The T =  0 value of B for graphene according to LCBOPII has been incorrectly reported in 
Ref. [31]. The correct value is B =  12.7 eV/Â2.
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unknown numerical factor.
Until recently, this phenomenological continuum model was the only way to de­
scribe the statistical mechanics of membranes since all known real membranes [12 ] 
were too complicated for atomistic models. The situation has been changed dras­
tically by the discovery of graphene [4] which is the first example of a truly two­
dimensional system (just one atom thick) and, thus, a prototype crystalline mem­
brane [25, 26]. The experimental observation of ripples in freely suspended gra­
phene [13] stimulated a large theoretical activity [31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37 ]. In 
particular, using the accurate bond order potential for carbon LCBOPII [38], we 
were able to simulate structural and thermodynamical properties of graphene at fi­
nite temperatures [31, 36] by straightforward Monte Carlo (MC) simulations2. The 
simulations confirmed the existence of thermally induced intrinsic ripples at finite 
temperatures resulting in strong anharmonic effects. However, we found that the 
normal-normal correlation function could not be described by Eq. (3 .3) over the 
whole range of q [31]. In fact, G(q) followed the power law resulting from the har­
monic approximation (phonon picture, n =  0) at large enough q, but, after bending, 
at smaller q’s we found a drop of the correlation functions not compatible with a 
power law. o u r conjecture at that time was that the extreme rigidity of graphene 
could be the reason why it could not be described by the phenomenological theory 
of membranes in a continuum medium approach [27]. However, we felt that this 
point deserved further investigation. Here, we focus on the low-q region in order 
to establish firmly whether a scaling law exists and, if so, to determine the scaling 
exponent. To this purpose, we simulate large systems, introduce new MC moves for 
phase space sampling and examine more than one model of the interatomic forces, 
including a simple quasi-harmonic (QH) model that yields a not too rigid membrane 
and the extremely rigid case of graphene which is well described by LCBOPII. In ad­
dition, for the QH model we verified ergodicity of our MC simulations by comparing 
with Molecular Dynamics (MD) results.
We begin by considering a relatively simple QH model with energy given by
U  = 2  \ Kr (rij — req)2 +  K  ^  (yijk — )2 ) ’ (3 .6)
i j=i \ k=i,j /
where the summations over j  and k are over the nearest-neighbors of atom i, 
yijk =  cos 9ijk and yeq =  cos 9eq, with req =  1.42 Â and 9eq =  2n/3 the ground state 
equilibrium nearest neighbor distance and bond angle in graphene. The stretching 
and the bending force constants, K r =  22 eV Â-2 and K d =  4 eV, respectively, were 
chosen to yield elastic moduli for isotropic and uniaxial compressions equal to those 
for the LCBOPII [36] and used in chapter 4.
In Fig. 3.1 we show the function G(q)/N  (dotted line) calculated by extensive stan­
dard Monte Carlo simulations in the canonical ensemble at 300 K for a system with 
N =  37888, L x =  314.82 Â and L y =  315.24 Â and periodic boundary conditions
2See also chapter 4 for details about elastic moduli of graphene.
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in the xy-plane. Starting from the Bragg peak at q =  4n /(3req) =  2.94 Â-1 and 
going towards lower q we find, first, the power law n =  0 due to the harmonic 
contribution, then, a smaller slope followed by a drop at the smallest q <  0.08 Â-1 
which corresponds to a wavelength of about 75 Â. This drop is similar to the one 
mentioned above and found previously in Ref. [31] with the LCBOPII for graphene. 
These results are obtained by averaging over many configurations in the canonical 
ensemble obtained by the ordinary MC procedure which is based on random dis­
placements of randomly chosen individual atoms and volume (area) fluctuations 
with a Metropolis acceptance rule. By using Eq. (3 .4) we find that the bending con­
stant for the QH potential is k =  0.4 eV, much softer than the 1.1 eV appropriate 
for graphene [31], due to neglected interactions beyond first neighbors. The ob­
servation that also the simple QH model shows a suppression of long wavelength 
excitations made us think of the possibility that standard MC is not an efficient sam­
pling technique in this case. To resolve this issue we (i) extended our MC phase 
space sampling with a new type of collective trial events that we call ‘wave moves’ 
described below, and (ii) performed MD simulations for the QH m odel3, allowing a 
direct comparison with the MC results, with and without wave moves. The equiva­
lence of time averages in MD simulations with ensemble averages in MC simulations 
guarantees that the system is in thermodynamical equilibrium (ergodic).
In Fig. 3.1 we compare the results of standard MC with the results obtained by MD 
and by MC with the addition of wave moves. The MD results coincide with the 
standard MC in the range where the latter is described by a power law, but does not 
show the drop at small q and keeps the same slope till the smallest possible q allowed 
by our finite size system. The results of MC simulations with wave moves coincide 
for all q’s with those obtained by MD, implying that the system is in thermodynamic 
equilibrium. Both curves display a power-law behavior for the whole range of q in 
the long wavelength limit. A best fit of the data yields an exponent n =  0.85, almost 
equal to the result of Ref. [29]
A wave move consists of a transversal, wavelike displacement of all atoms in the 
z-direction, perpendicular to the graphene plane. For a given wavevector q there 
are two possible, linearly independent wave excitations, yielding z-coordinate dis­
placements for all atoms i
Azi =  (0.5 — R)AS,q cos(qri) and Azi =  (0.5 — R)AS,q sin(qri), (3.7)
where r i is the 3D position of atom i and R is a random number between 0 and 1. 
The amplitude As,q is chosen such that the acceptance rate for such a wave move is 
between 0 .4  and 0.5. The appropriate value of As,q depends on the size of the 2D 
box S =  L xL y and on the wavevector q (see below).
Due to the periodic boundary conditions in the x- and y-directions the candidate
3The MD simulations are obtained for a slightly different QH potential where the term 
Kg (cos Oijk — cos Oeq )2 is changed to Kg (Oijk — Oeq )2. By choosing Kg = 3 Kg/4 the two expressions 
coincide to the lowest order.
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FIGURE 3 .1 : Normal-normal correlation functions G(q)/N calculated for a graphene system 
with N =  37888 by ordinary MC simulations (red-dashed line), MD simulations and MC simula­
tions with wave moves with the QH potential. The dashed lines show the asymptotic harmonic 
behavior with power laws q-2 for large q and the long-wavelength limit q-(2-n) wit h n =  0.85.
FIGURE 3 .2 : Normal-normal œrrelation functions G(q)/N calculated for three systems with 
N =  12096 (Lx =  177.08 Â, Ly =  178.92 A), N =  19504 (Lx =  226.27 A, Ly =  225.78 A), 
N =  37888 (Lx =  314.82 Â, Ly =  315.24 Â) by MC simulations with wave moves with LCBOPII.
q-2 q
long-wavelength limit q-(2-n) wit h n =  0.85. The dashed-dotted line is Ga of Eq. (3.3) with the 
coefficients fixed by the asymptotic behavior. One can see that the crossover is much sharper in 
the simulations.
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wavevectors for wave moves can be restricted to a set on a 2D grid
(  2n 2n \  
q =  m,x —  ,TOy— , 0 , (3.8)
L x L y
with integer mx and my. This set was further bounded by applying only wave moves 
of long wavelengths since short wavelengths are already efficiently sampled by the 
individual atom displacement trials. Hence, we consider a finite set of (mx, my)-pairs 
corresponding to q-vectors within a circular region with radius qmax around q =  0 . 
This set was kept constant during the entire simulation. We choose qmax equal to 
the q-value below which G(q) starts to bend down in standard MC simulation. More 
precisely, we took qmax ~  0.16, corresponding to a minimal wavelength of 40 Â. 
Since transversal phonon modes have quadratic dispersion w(q) ~  q2, the energy 
change associated with a wave move behaves as A E wm ~  AS qq2. Therefore, we took 
As,q =  As /q to obtain similar acceptance rates for each of the allowed q-vectors, 
as was indeed confirmed by our simulations. This choice leaves one adjustable 
parameter, As . For different system sizes, the appropriate As roughly scales as 
A /S , but a correction is required to fine-tune the acceptance rate. On average, a 
wave move was attempted every MC step by choosing randomly one of the 2Nq 
possible waves. Here, Nq is the number of allowed q-vectors (or (mx, my)-pairs) and 
the factor 2 comes from the fact that each wavevector yields two possible waves: a 
sine and a cosine wave. Another random number R g  (0,1) was then pulled to fix 
the amplitude (0.5 — R)As /q. Following the Metropolis procedure, a wave move is 
always accepted if the energy change A E wm is negative, whereas for A E wm >  0 it 
is accepted with probability P  =  exp(—ßA E wm), requiring another random number 
R' g  (0,1) to decide for acceptance when R ' ^  P  or rejection when R ' >  P .
MD simulations are much more demanding than MC simulations and are not within 
reach for the rather complex LCBOPII potential for the present system size. The 
previous results with the QH harmonic potential, however, show that equilibrium 
can be reached using MC with wave moves. The correlation function G(q) calculated 
by MC with wave moves for LCBOPII are shown in Fig. 3 .2  for three system sizes. 
Again, we see the crossover from the harmonic behavior to a power law with n =  
0.85 up to the smallest wavevectors. The main difference with the results obtained 
with the QH potential is that, due to a higher bending rigidity, the crossover between 
the two power laws is shifted to lower q values. Moreover, we note that for q >  1 Â-1 
there is a deviation from a power law behavior just before the Bragg peak.
Finally, in Fig. 3 .3(a) we show the average out-of-plane displacement (h2) corre­
sponding to the simulations for LCBOPII of Fig. 3.2 which shows large fluctuations. 
In Fig. 3.3(b) we plot the values of (h2) averaged over all MC steps as a function 
of the system size in comparison with the expected scaling law L 2-n. Although it 
would have been impossible to deduce the scaling exponent from the three points 
in Fig. 3.3(b) due to the large error originating from the large fluctuations, these 
results are certainly compatible with the scaling exponent n found by a fit of G(q). 
With (h2) =  1.65 Â2 for L  =  315 Â and n =  0.85 we estimate J ( h 2) «  9 Â for 
L = 1 ^ m , well in the range of measured values [13].
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FIGURE 3 .3 : (a) Quadratic out-of-plane dis placement (h2), averaged over all particles, as a 
function of the MC step for the same systems as in Fig. 3.2. The dashed horizontal lines denote 
((h2)), the average (h2) over all MC steps except the first 3 x 105 steps of equilibration, (b) 
((h2)) as a function of the average linear system size L  =  y/LxLy compared to the scaling law 
((h2)) =  C L2-n with C =  0.00232 and n =  0.85 (dashed line). Both axis are in logarithmic 
scale.
In summary, we have shown by atomistic simulations that, in thermodynamic equi­
librium, crystalline membranes display a power-law scaling behavior of the normal­
normal correlation function, with scaling exponent n ~  0.85 in excellent agreement 
with the continuum medium theory [29] often used for graphene [34, 35, 32, 39, 
4 0 ]. For different models of interactions with different rigidities, we found the same 
scaling exponent. We have demonstrated that the efficiency of MC simulations for 
this type of systems can be greatly improved by introducing collective wave moves. 
On the basis of our results, we conclude that despite its extreme rigidity, graphene 
behaves as a prototype membrane opening new ways to study the intriguing physics 
of membranes on a system with well known interatomic interactions.
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F i n i t e  t e m p e r a t u r e  l a t t i c e
PROPERTIES OF GRAPHENE: LIFE 
BEYOND THE QUASIHARMONIC 
APPROXIMATION
The thermal and mechanical stability of graphene is important for many poten­
tial applications in nanotechnology. We calculate the temperature dependence 
of lattice parameter, elastic properties and heat capacity by means of atomistic 
Monte Carlo simulations that allow to go beyond the quasiharmonic approxima­
tion. We predict an unusual, non-monotonic, behavior of the lattice parameter 
with minimum at T  «  900 K  and of the shear modulus with maximum at the 
same temperature. The Poisson ratio in graphene is found to be small «  0.1 ina  
broad temperature interval.
The body of this chapter has been published as “Finite Temperature Lattice Properties of 
Graphene beyond the Quasiharmonic Approximation”,
K.V. Zakharchenko, M. I. Katsnelson, and A. Fasolino, Phys. Rev. Lett. 102, 046808 (2009),
.
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4.1 Preface
Understanding the structural and thermal properties of two dimensional (2D) sys­
tems is one of the challenging problems in modern statistical physics [12]. Tradi­
tionally, it was discussed mainly in the context of biological membranes and soft 
condensed matter. The complexity of these systems hindered any truly microscopic 
approach based on a realistic description of interatomic interactions. The discovery 
of graphene [4], the first truly 2D crystal made of just one layer of carbon atoms, 
provides a model system for which an atomistic description becomes possible. The 
interest for graphene has been triggered by its exceptional electronic properties 
(for review see [25, 26, 4 1 ]) but the experimental observation of ripples in freely 
suspended graphene [13] has initiated a theoretical interest also in the structural 
properties of this material [31, 32 ]. Ripples or bending fluctuations have been pro­
posed as one of the dominant scattering mechanisms that determine the electron 
mobility in graphene [42]. Moreover, the structural state influences the mechanical 
properties that are important in themselves for numerous potential applications of 
graphene [43, 44, 45].
Two dimensional crystals are expected to be strongly anharmonic due to an in­
trinsic bending instability coupled to in-plane stretching modes. This coupling is 
crucial to prevent crumpling of the crystal and stabilize the flat phase [12]. These 
expectations have been confirmed by atomistic simulations for graphene showing 
very strong bond length fluctuations already at room temperature [31]. Beside 
the relevance for 2D systems, anharmonicity [46] is of general importance in con­
densed matter in relation to structural phase transitions [47, 48 ], soft modes in 
ferroelectrics [49], melting [50] and related phenomena. Usually anharmonicity in 
crystals is weak enough and thus can be well described in the framework of pertur­
bation theory [46, 51, 52, 53]. However, this might be not the case for strongly an- 
harmonic systems, like graphene. Atomistic simulations offer the possibility to study 
anharmonic effects for a specific material without need of perturbative schemes. For 
carbon a very accurate description of energetic and thermodynamic properties of 
different allotropes including graphene [54, 31] is provided by the empirical bond 
order potential LCBOPII [38]. Here we present the temperature dependence of ther­
modynamical and elastic properties of graphene, calculated by means of atomistic 
Monte Carlo (MC) simulations based on LCBOPII.
4.2 Calculation of the elastic moduli: theoretical 
background
In this short section we provide the theoretical background required for the calcu­
lations of the bulk (b) and shear (^) elastic moduli. The bulk modulus gives the
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change in volume of a substance as a function of the applied pressure
dP
b =  - V d r  ( 4 1 )
where P  is pressure, V is volume, and d P /d V  denotes the partial derivative of 
pressure with respect to volume. For a 2D crystal, this definition should be changed 
in the following way
dP
b = ( 42)
where A is the area of the sample. The shear modulus is defined as
ß =  Txy, (4.3)
Txy
where Txy is the shear stress and Yxy is the shear strain. Txy =  F /A  and Yxy =  A X // =  
tan 0 ,  where F  is applied force, X  is the transverse displacement, A and / are the 
sample size as shown in Fig. 4.1.
strictly speaking the elastic moduli are thermodynamic quantities, so that we should 
specify how the temperature varies. Constant-temperature moduli are called isother­
mal, constant-entropy moduli are called adiabatic. Other variations are also possi­
ble, but only these two quantities are of practical interest. so  that, in the 2D case 
the isothermal bulk modulus is defined as
dP
bT =  - A ( dA ) t  , (4 .4)
and adiabatic bulk modulus is defined as
bA =  - A ( dA ) s =  I  bT, ( « )
where CP and CV are the heat capacity under constant pressure and volume respec­
tively. Taking into account that for solids and liquids CV and CP are very close, bA 
and bT also should be very close. The shear modulus ß is the same in both cases: 
adiabatic and isothermal [17].
There are several ways to calculate the elastic moduli. One of the possible ways, is 
to make use of the thermal fluctuations. As it is known from statistical physics, the 
bulk modulus b is connected to volume fluctuations in the following way
M m = jb^ , (4 .6 )
V b3D
where V is the volume of the sample, ((A V )2) =  (V2) — (V )2 is the average square of 
the fluctuations of the volume V, the notation b3D is used for the 3D bulk modulus, 
to distinguish it from the 2D bulk modulus b, kB is the Boltzmann constant and T  
is the temperature. For the 2D case of graphene, we can re-write this equation as 
follows
((A A )2) kBT
A b
( 4 . 7 )
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FIGURE 4 . 1 : Graphical representation of the bulk and shear moduli for 3D and 2D cases.
where A is the area of the sample, ((A A )2) =  {A2) — (A )2. From this equations we 
can write
where subscripts A  and T  indicates adiabatic or isothermal process.
As first sight, Eq. (4 .8) looks like a nice and simple way to calculate the isothermal 
bulk modulus. In section 4.3, we will see how thermal fluctuations will play against 
us, hindering the calculation of the lattice parameter a and the interatomic distance 
R nn. Now, the fluctuations are on our side, helping to determine b. Unfortunately, 
the reality is more complicated. Fig. 4 .2  shows the area of the studied sample after 
the equilibration as a function of the Monte-Carlo step. Calculations of ((A A )2), 
show that the relative error in the value of ((A A )2) may exceed 50 % and dramati­
cally grows with temperature. Moreover, as it is known from statistical physics, the 
smaller the volume (or number of particles, or area) of the sample, the bigger the 
relative fluctuations. This means, that to decrease the error in the calculations of 
((A A )2) and (A), we should increase the sample size several times. Such increase 
of the sample size, will also increase the calculation time beyond acceptable limits. 
In addition, we expect the values of the elastic moduli to be of the same order as for 
graphite (6, ß «  10 eV • A-2), while the bending rigidity k =  1.1 eV (at T  = 300 K). 
Therefore, for the studied samples the bending energy Jb end (Eq. (2 .29 )) is much 
smaller than the stretching energy Stretch (Eq. (2 .3 6 )), which results in the fact that 
out-of-plane fluctuations practically do not change the free energy, while the sample 
size in XT-plane will vary.
For all these reasons, we need to choose an alternative way to calculate the elastic 
moduli.
(4 .8 )
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FIGURE 4 .2 : Fluctuation of the sample area as a function of Monte Carlo (MC) step, for the 
sample of N = 8640 atoms at T =  300 K.
The alternative way is given by Eq. (2 .36 ): stretch the sample, calculate the energy, 
and then find b and ß. The elastic moduli b and ß are independent, which means 
that we need two independent calculations to determine them. For example, we 
can deform the sample in two different ways. In this work, we will use isotropic 
and uniaxial deformations. Isotropic (is) means that the relative deformations in 
the X  - and Y  - directions are equal. Uniaxial (uni) deformations means that the 
sample is deformed only in one direction, for example in the X-direction, while the 
deformation in the Y -direction is kept equal to zero. Let li be the linear sample size 
and òli the deformation, where i = x,y. Then, u  =  òli/li is the relative deformation.
Using Eq. (2 .36) and taking into account that A =  b — ß we can write
F stretch =  2  J  d X [(b — ß )Uaa +  2ßUaß]• (4 .9)
Let S be the sample area, and / stretch =  F stretch/S  the energy per unit area
/stretch =  2 [(b — ß)Uaa +  2ßUaß]• (4 .10)
Using the definition (2 .34) we can write for isotropic deformations
ƒstretch,is =  2 [4(b — ß)U  ^ +  4ßU^ ] =  2bUl > (4 .11)
and for uniaxial deformations
fstretch,uni 2 [(b ß)Ul + 2ßUi ] 2 (b +  ß)Ul • (4 .12)
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Now, using Eqs. (4 .11) and (4 .12) we can proceed with the calculation of b and ß. 
For the sake of simplicity, we will later in this chapter use notations Uis, E is, Uuni and 
E uni for the relative deformations and energies per unit area in the cases of isotropic 
and uniaxial deformations.
4.3 Lattice parameter
We perform MC simulations at finite temperature T with periodic boundary condi­
tions for a sample of N  = 8640 atoms with equilibrium size at zero temperature ofo o
147.57  A in the x direction and 153.36  A in the y direction. We equilibrate the sam­
ple in the N P T  ensemble at pressure P  =  0 for at least 2 ■ 105 MC steps (1 MC step 
corresponds to N attempts to a coordinate change) which we found to be enough 
for convergence of total energy and sample size. Further 105 MC steps are used to 
evaluate the average lattice parameter a and average nearest neighbor distance Rnn 
and radial distribution function g(R).
Figure 4.3 shows that a and Rnn decrease with increasing temperature up to about 
900 K, yielding a negative thermal expansion coefficient a  =  (—4.8 ±  1.0) ■ 10-6 K-1 
in the range 0 -3 0 0  K. As noted in Ref. [55] this anomaly is due to a low-lying bend­
ing phonon branch [56]. Our results are in agreement up to 500 K with those 
of Mounet and Marzari [55] who used the quasi-harmonic approximation with 
phonon frequencies and Grüneisen parameters calculated by the density functional 
approach. However, at higher temperatures our results are qualitatively different, 
since in Ref. [55] a  remains negative in the whole studied temperature interval up 
to 2200  K, whereas we find that it changes sign and becomes positive at T «  900 K. 
This discrepancy with the quasi-harmonic theory, which in general works reasonably 
well for three-dimensional crystals, is one of the evidences of strong anharmonicity 
in graphene.
The deviations from harmonic behavior can be characterized by examining the 
radial distribution function g(R) around the first neighbor distance Rnn =  1.42 ■ 
10-10 m. In Fig. 4 .4 (a ) we present g(R) and the related standard deviation a (R nn) 
shown in Fig. 4 .4(b ). In the harmonic approximation Rnn would have a Gaussian 
distribution yielding a (R nn) k  V T . Deviations from square root behavior can be 
observed above 900 K, achieving 10 % at 2000  K.
The Lindemann criterion has been shown to apply also in 2D, giving a (R nn) «  
0.23Rnn at melting [57, 58, 59, 60, 61]. We found a (R nn)/Rnn =  0.056 at T =  
2300 K, indicating that we are significantly below melting point. Moreover, conven­
tional theory of two-dimensional melting relates it to the formation of topological 
defects [62]. In [31] simulations we have not seen any sign of premelting anomalies 
(formation of vacancies, topological defects etc.) up to 3500 K [31].
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FIGURE 4 .3 : Temperature dependence of the lattice parameter a (solid blue line) and nearest 
neighbor distance Rnn (dashed red line). The seal es of left (a) and right (Rnn) y-axes are related 
to each other by \/3. At T =  0  a = 2.4595 ■ 10-10 m.
FIGURE 4 .4 : Nearest neighbor radial distribution function g(Rnn) for the N =  8640 sample 
at 300 K, 900 K and 2300 K. The vertical lines indicate the length of double (1.34 ■ 10-10 m), 
conjugated (1.42 ■ 10-10 m) and single (1.54 ■ 10-10 m) bonds.
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FIGURE 4 .5 : Standard deviation a(Rnn) (circles) and the best fit to VT  in the temperature 
range up to 500 K (solid line).
4.4 Elastic moduli
The strong anharmonic behavior of graphene leads also to an unusual temperature 
dependence of the elastic moduli.
As it is derived in section 4.2, the 2D bulk modulus b is defined by
Eis =  2bUS, (4 .13)
where E is is the elastic energy per unit area under an isotropic deformation uyy =
uxx uis.
For uniaxial deformations uxx =  uuni (uyy =  0) the elastic energy is
E uni 2 (b +  ß)Uuni, (4 .14)
where ß is the 2D shear modulus.
Isothermal moduli are also expressed as in Eq. (4 .13) and Eq. (4 .14 ), with replace­
ment of the energy E  by the free energy F  =  —T ln Z where Z  is the partition 
function. Although it is impossible in MC to calculate F  directly, we will use the fact 
that adiabatic and isothermal shear moduli ß coincide [17] and that the Poisson ra­
tio defined below can be calculated directly to derive the isothermal bulk modulus 
bT. The Young modulus Y  and Poisson ratio v are defined in terms of b and ß as [16]
Y  4bß b — ß
b +  ß ’ b +  ß
( 4 . 1 5 )
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The Poisson ratio can also be defined as the ratio between the axial eaxial and trans­
verse ttrans strain as
V =  — Çtrans (4 .16)
£axial
The latter definition provides a way to calculate the isothermal vT so that Eq. (4 .15)  
with ßA =  ßT =  ß yields bT.
Adiabatic bulk and shear moduli bA and ß have been calculated using the following 
procedure. We equilibrate the sample as described before. Afterwards, 20 config­
urations separated by 5000 MC steps were stored and subjected to either isotropic 
or uniaxial deformation in steps of 0.01 % without letting the sample relax. For 
each sample, the variation of the elastic energy with deformation was then fitted 
to Eq. (4 .13) and Eq. (4 .14) over 21 points around the undistorted configuration 
(see Annotation 4 .1 ). The averages of the calculated bA and ß for the 20 samples 
are given in Table 4.1 and shown in Fig. 4 .9  together with the derived YA. We find 
that the temperature dependence of ß is anomalous. While in general all elastic 
moduli decrease as a function of temperature due to weakening of interatomic in­
teractions with temperature, in graphene ß grows with increasing temperature up to 
T ~  700 — 900 K which is the same temperature where the thermal expansion behav­
ior (Fig. 4 .3) becomes normal. The Young modulus Y  follows the same anomalous 
temperature dependence as ß .
R e m a r k  4 . 1 :  E l a s t ic  m o d u l i : c a l c u l a t io n  d e t a il s
Figure 4.6 shows energy (in eV per atom) of a deformed graphene sample at T  =  0 K. 
We can notice a high asymmetry, which is clearly noticeable for relative deformations 
ul > 0 .02. This fact means we need to use small relative deformations to determine 
elastic moduli.
b ß
crosses show deformation energy vs. relative deformation for uniform deformation, and red
20
rations used in the averaging. Every set of data was fitted using Eqs. (4 .13) and (4 .14),
b ß
b ß
The last Figure 4.8 shows the deviation from the second order fit at high deformations
ul =  0.1
We find that the behavior of the elastic energy as a function of deformation u is 
parabolic in a wider range of deformations (up to about 0.2 %), than we used in our 
calculations of elastic moduli (0.1 %). For larger deformations, the elastic energies
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FIGURE 4 .6 : Energy of graphene sample (N =  8640 atoms, T =  300 K) under high uniform 
(uxx =  Uyy) deformations at T =  0 K.
follow a cubic dependence on the deformation at least up to u =  3 %. At this value 
the ratio of the cubic term to the quadratic one in the elastic energy is about 0 .12. 
Up to 10 % deformation and up to 2200  K, deformations are reversible, and no 
defect (vacancy and Stone-Wales [63] or dislocations [64]) are found. This is not 
surprising in view of the very high cohesive energy (7 .6  eV/atom in graphite [38]) of 
carbon and defect formation energy in graphene [63]. To the best of our knowledge, 
there are no experimental data on defect formation under strain in this range of 
temperatures.
Next, the isothermal poisson ratio vT has been calculated using the following pro­
cedure. We take the graphene sample equilibrated as described before at a given 
temperature. The sample is then stretched of 1 % in the x and y directions separately 
and re-equilibrated again for at least 5 -104 MC steps. After re-equilibration, the sam­
ple size in the x and y directions have been averaged for at least 5 ■ 104 MC steps and 
the corresponding strain £x and ey have been calculated yielding the Poisson ratio in 
each direction through Eq. (4 .16 ). The Poisson ratios in the x and y directions are 
very close and we take their average as vT. The calculated adiabatic and isothermal 
Poisson ratios vA and vT, shown in Fig. 4.11 and Table 4.1, are very small and co­
incide within the error in the whole studied temperature range. However at high 
temperature, we find that vT can become negative. Materials with negative Poisson 
ratio are called auxetic and, in general, this property is related to very unusual crys­
talline structures. Membranes, on the other hand, may display this behavior due to 
entropy In fact, an expansion in the unstretched direction contrasts the reduction 
of phase space due to the decrease of height fluctuations due to stretching. Fur­
thermore, the smallness of v implies that the Lame’ constant A =  b — ß is small in
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Relative deformation, u^
FIGURE 4 .7 : Energy of deformed graphene samples for every of 20 MC frames used in the 
fitting procedure. Blue-colored data is for uniform deformation and red-colored data is for uniaxial 
deformation. Lines (solid blue and dashed red) indicates average values of ft and ß given by the 






FIGURE 4 .8 : Deviation of the actual deformation energy from the second order fit. The solid 
blue line (left axis) shows the absolute difference between the actual deformation energy and the 
fit ÖE =  E fit — E def in meV/atom as a function of the relative deformation ui. The dashed red 
line indicates the relative error of the fit (right axis).
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FIGURE 4 .9 : 2D elastic moduli of graphene as function of temperature: adiabatic bulk modulus 
&A (solid blue line with circles), isothermal bulk modulus bT (dashed blue line with squares) and 
shear modulus ß (solid red line with diamonds).
FIGURE 4 .1 0 : 2D elastic moduli of graphene as function of temperature: adiabatic Young's 
modulus YA (solid blue line with circles) and isothermal YT (dashed red line with squares).












FIGURE 4 .1 1 : Adiaba tic va and isothermal vr  Poisson ratio of graphene as function of tem­
perature.
TABLE 4 .1 : Adiabatic bulk (6a). shear (ß) and isothermal bulk (6r ) moduli, isothermal Poisson 
ratio (vr), adiabatic (YA) and isothermal (Yr) Young moduli.
T , K 6a (eV-Â-2) ß (eV-Â-2) 6r  (eV-Â-2 ) vr Ya (eV-Â-2) Yr (eV-Â-2)
0 12.69 9.44 - - 21.65 -
100 12.54±0.05 9.57±0.21 13.17±0.98 0.16±0.03 21.70±0.30 22.16±0.97
200 12.44±0.03 9.80±0.15 - - 21.93±0.21 -
300 12.36±0.04 9.95±0.17 12.52±1.41 0.12±0.05 22.04±0.24 22.17±1.31
500 12.22±0.05 10.16±0.20 12.24±1.66 0.09±0.06 22.18±0.27 22.21±1.60
700 12.09±0.05 10.27±0.17 12.93±2.13 0.12±0.08 22.20±0.24 22.89±1.88
900 11.94±0.04 10.25±0.18 11.29±2.20 0.09±0.09 22.06±0.24 22.35±2.04
1100 11.85±0.06 10.21± 0.22 11.31±2.57 0.05±0.11 21.93±0.30 21.46±2.55
1300 11.70±0.04 10.07±0.21 12.05±3.00 0.09±0.12 21.65±0.28 21.95±2.74
1500 11.57±0.04 9.94±0.18 11.63±3.10 0.08±0.13 21.39±0.24 21.44±2.84
1700 11.44±0.04 9.75±0.24 8.44±3.20 -0.07±0.18 21.06±0.31 18.10±3.88
2000 11.31±0.06 9.52±0.22 - - 20.67±0.31 -
2100 11.23±0.05 9.46±0.26 8.26±3.58 -0.07±0.21 20.53±0.35 17.64±4.30
T, K
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FIGURE 4 .1 2 : Temperature dependence of the molar heat capacity at constant volume CV 
(solid line) and fit to CV(T ) =  3R(1 +  T /E 0) (dashed line).
comparison with ß. Therefore for a generic deformation described by a tensor U, the 
elastic energy E el =  ß u j +  (1/2)À (TrU)2 [12] for graphene can be approximated as
Eel ~  ßU j.
Once vT is known we can calculate bT from and YT from Eqs. (4 .15 ). The calcu­
lated bT and YT are presented in Table 4.1 and compared to the adiabatic values in 
Figs. 4 .9 -4 .1 0 . At T  =  300 K, we find YA =  353± 4 N  ■ m-1 and YT =  355±  21 N ■ m-1 
in good agreement with the experimental value 340 ±  50 N ■ m-1 [45].
4.5 Heat capacity
Another important anharmonic effect is the temperature dependence of the molar 
heat capacity at constant volume CV (T) =  3R(1 +  T /E 0) (see Fig. 4 .1 2 ), where 
R is the gas constant and E 0 is a typical energy of interatomic interactions [46, 
53]. The low temperature behavior was calculated in the harmonic approximation 
in [55]. Our approach is classical and therefore can be used to calculate CV only 
at high temperatures. On the other hand, our approach does not use the harmonic 
approximation, yielding information about phonon-phonon interaction effects. Our 
calculations show that the linear temperature dependence of CV becomes noticeable 
for T >  800 K with E 0 =  1.3 eV. Contrary to alkali metals where E 0 is of the order of 
the vacancy formation energy [51], for graphene, due to anharmonicity, E 0 is about 
1 /5  of the defect formation energy.
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In summary we have presented the temperature dependence of lattice parameter, 
elastic moduli and high temperature heat capacity of graphene calculated by Monte 
Carlo simulations based on the LCBOPII empirical potential [38] for a crystallite of 
about 15 x 15 nm2. In the studied range of temperatures, up to 2200 K, and for de­
formation as large as 10% we have not seen any sign of defect formation. Indeed the 
very high energy for defect formation in graphene makes this material exceptionally 
strong, as also found experimentally [45, 43 ]. We find that graphene is strongly an- 
harmonic due to soft bending modes yielding strong out of plane fluctuations. We 
find that, up to 900 K, graphene is anomalous since its lattice parameter decreases 
and shear modulus increases with increasing temperature going over to normal be­
havior at higher temperatures. It would be interesting to check these predictions 
experimentally.
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C h a p t e r  5
S t r u c t u r a l  a n d  t h e r m o d y n a m i c
PROPERTIES OF BILAYER GRAPHENE
We study the structural and thermodynamic properties of bilayer graphene, a pro­
totype two-layer membrane, by means of Monte Carlo simulations based on the 
empirical bond order potential LCBOPII. We present the temperature dependence 
of lattice parameter, bending rigidity and high temperature heat capacity as well 
as the correlation function of out-of-plane atomic displacements. The thermal ex­
pansion coefficient changes sign from negative to positive above & 400 K, which is 
lower than previously found for single layer graphene and close to the experimen­
tal value of bulk graphite. The bending rigidity is twice as large than for single 
layer graphene, making the out-of-plane fluctuations smaller. The crossover from 
correlated to uncorrelated out-of-plane fluctuations of the two carbon planes oc-
o 1
curs for wavevectors shorter than &  0.3 A-1 .
The body of this chapter has been published as “Atomistic simulations of structural and ther­
modynamic properties of bilayer graphene”,
K.V. Zakharchenko, J.H. Los, M.I. Katsnelson, and A. Fasolino, Phys. Rev. B 81, 235439
(2010), arX iv :1004.0126.
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5.1 Introduction
Bilayer (BL) graphene has unique electronic properties and its chiral quasiparticles 
with parabolic dispersion make it different from both single layer (SL) graphene 
and bulk graphite [10]. The energy gap of BL  graphene can be opened and tuned 
by applying a voltage, with promises for applications [65, 66 ]. Also the possibility 
of some exotic many body phenomena, such as pseudospin magnetism [67] have 
been discussed. For these reasons, BL  graphene is currently subject of great interest. 
However the knowledge of its structural properties is still very poor. It was shown 
experimentally that, BL  graphene is also corrugated [68 ] like SL graphene, but no 
systematic study has been carried out. This corrugation (ripples) may constitute 
an important scattering mechanism for electrons [42] and ripples can give rise to 
charge inhomogeneities (electron and hole puddles) [69]. Although important for 
their relation to electronic properties, the structural properties of BL graphene are 
also important from the point of view of statistical mechanics since the BL graphene 
is a unique realization of crystalline membranes formed by two atomic layers.
Assessing the structure of a BL graphene is experimentally challenging and theoreti­
cal calculations can be particularly helpful. Since the observed corrugations are on a 
scale much larger than interatomic distances, ab-initio simulations are not feasible. 
This interesting range of lengths (e.g. for electron interactions with ripples) is, how­
ever, not necessarily well described by continuum medium theories [12]. Atomistic 
simulations based on accurate empirical interaction potentials are particularly suit­
able for this purpose. We have recently studied the structural and thermodynamic 
properties of SL graphene (see Ref. [31] and chapters 3 and 4) by Monte Carlo (MC) 
simulations based on the LCBOPII bond order potential [38]. Here we present the 
results of similar calculations for BL graphene, where a new aspect related to the 
correlation of atomic displacements in different layers arises.
5.2 Method of calculation
We perform MC simulations in the N P T  ensemble (constant number of particles N , 
constant pressure P  and constant temperature T) at pressure P  =  0 and tempera­
ture T with periodic boundary conditions for samples of N =  16128 and N =  8640 
atoms per layer. We construct the sample with AB stacking which in graphite has 
the lowest energy, about 15 mev/atom lower than AA stacking [70]. Experimentally 
there is no doubt that bilayer graphene obtained by exfoliation of graphite has AB 
stacking [10]. For the key results of this chapter, namely the correlation function G 
and bending rigidity, the computational results for the smaller sample (8640  atoms) 
coincide within the computational accuracy to those for the larger sample (16128  
atoms). When not specified, the presented results are for the largest sample. The 
equilibrium size at T  =  0 K of the N =  16128 sample is L x =  206.6 Â in x and 
L y =  204.48 Â in y direction and that of the N =  8640 sample is L x =  147.57 Â and
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L y =  153.36 Â. The finite size of our sample defines the lowest accessible wavevec­
tors is x and y directions as qx =  2n /L x and qy =  2n/Ly. Motivated by the results 
of recent quantum MC calculations [71], we have slightly modified the long-range 
part of LCBOPII as to have an interlayer binding energy of 50 meV/atom against 
the 25 meV/atom of the parametrization of Ref. [38], while keeping the interlayer 
compressibility constant.
We equilibrate the sample for at least 5 ■ 105 steps (1 MC step corresponds to N  
attempts to a coordinate change), using the recently introduced MC sampling based 
on collective atomic moves (wave moves, see chapter 3 for details) in addition to 
conventional MC moves. This technique was successfully introduced for SL gra­
phene. For BL graphene it was extended as follows. Wave moves are applied to 
both layers simultaneously, or only to the upper or lower layer, with equal proba­
bilities for the three cases. The amplitude A 1 of the wave moves applied to both 
layers simultaneously is different from the amplitude A2 of the wave moves applied 
to either upper or lower layer separately. The amplitudes A1 and A2 are chosen in 
such a way that the acceptance rate for wave moves is between 0.4 and 0.5 for any 
of these three cases.
Further 5 ■ 105 MC steps are used to evaluate the temperature dependence of the 
ensemble averages.
5.3 Results
In Fig. 5.1 we show a snapshot of our system after equilibration at T =  1500 K. The 
first thing to notice is that, although the two layers are in principle free to slide with 
respect to each other they keep the initial AB stacking.
The temperature dependence of the in-plane lattice parameter a and of the inter­
layer distance c of BL graphene are shown in Fig. 5.2. The in-plane lattice parameter 
a of BL  graphene decreases with increasing temperature up to about 400  K, yielding 
a negative thermal expansion coefficient aa =  dln a/dT =  ( -3 .0  ±  0.7) ■ 10-6 K-1 in 
the range 0 -3 0 0  K. The behavior of a(T ) differs from that of SL graphene, which has 
a minimum of a at T  & 900 K  and aa =  ( -4 .8  ±  1.0) ■ 10-6 K-1 (see chapter 4) in the 
range 0 -3 0 0  K, and is similar to bulk graphite, which has a minimum of a between 
300 and 500 K [55, 72]. We note that our approach is classical and therefore not 
appropriate in the low temperature limit. However, since the thermal expansion is 
mostly determined by the low-frequency bending modes [55], a classical descrip­
tion is already justified below room temperature. Indeed for single layer graphene, 
our results for a(T ) between 100 K and 400 K agree very well with those of Ref. [55] 
where the quantum statistics of phonons was taken into account.
In Ref. [55], the temperature dependence of a for SL graphene and bulk graphite 
has been determined in the quasiharmonic approximation with phonon frequencies 
and Gruneisen parameters calculated from first principles. While for the case of bulk 
graphite these calculations reproduce the non monotonic behavior of a(T ) observed
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FIGURE 5 .1 : Snapshot of BL graphene at T =  1500 K. Top: top view of a part of the sample 
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FIGURE 5 .2 : Temperature dependence of the in-plane lattice parameter a of SL (circles, solid,
BL
c of BL graphene (diamonds, dash-dotted, green). At T =  0  aSL = 2.4595 Â, aBL = 2.4583 Â, 
c =  3.3371 Â.
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experimentally, for SL graphene a(T ) keeps decreasing up to high temperatures. In 
our simulations of SL graphene in chapter 4  we found instead a non monotonic be­
havior of a (T ). The experimental value of a (T ) for SL graphene that was measured 
up to 400 K [73] seems to support our results.
The discrepancy with quasiharmonic results should be due to the fact that this 
method [55] neglects self-anharmonic effects [74], namely multiphonon contribu­
tions to the free energy. Of course, in our simulations, the thermal expansion is cal­
culated directly and all anharmonic effects are taken into account. Unfortunately, 
we do not have results for bulk graphite with the same in-plane area, due to the 
long range part of our potential that, with a cut off of 6 A, requires to simulate sam­
ples with at least four layers with periodic boundary conditions. Nevertheless, we 
believe that the fact that the thermal expansion of BL graphene is similar to the one 
resulting from quasiharmonic theory for bulk graphite suggests that multiphonon 
processes are much less important in BL graphene, compared to SL graphene.
In Fig. 5.2 we also show the interlayer distance c that grows with temperature, 
similarly to bulk graphite [55], with an out-of-plane thermal expansion coefficient 
ac = d ln c/dT =  (3.5 ±  0.5) ■ 10-5 K-1 somewhat larger than the experimental value 
for bulk graphite, ac = 2.7 ■ 10-5 K-1 (see Ref. [72 ]). This is not surprising because 
each layer has only one neighbour layer.
We now proceed to a study of thermal bending fluctuations. In the continuum limit 
graphene can be described as a flexible crystalline membrane [12, 31, 75] which is 
characterized by a two component in-plane phonon field ua(x), a  =  1,2 and a one 
component out-of-plane displacement field h(x). The effective free energy is given 
by the sum of bending energy and in-plane elastic energy [12]
h = 2  ƒ d2x (y 2h ) 2 + ßuiß + ^  ul )  , ( 5 . 1 )
where the strain tensor uaß is
uaß 2  (dauß +  dßua +  dcJhdß^ ) , (5 .2)
k is the bending rigidity and ß and A are Lamé coefficients.
In first approximation, BL  graphene can be considered as two SL graphene layers 
interacting with each other. The natural way to describe BL graphene, is to use the 
out-of-plane deviations from the center of mass of each layer, h1 and h2 for upper 
and lower layer respectively as sketched in Fig. 5.3. Thus, BL  graphene can be 
parametrised by the average height fluctuation field h =  (h1 +  h2) /2 and thickness 
fluctuation field 5h =  h1 -  h2.
The part of the Hamiltonian (5 .1) related to out-of-plane displacements can thus be 
written as
Hout =  1 ƒ  d2x (k  (V 2h1)2 +  k (V2h2)2 +  2y (¿h)2)  , (5.3)
where the first two terms are responsible for the bending energy of the upper and 
lower layers and k is the bending rigidity per layer. We have introduced the last term
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FIGURE 5 .3 : Schematic view of BL graphene (solid Ii nes). h^  and h2 are out-of-plane deviations 
with respect to the middle planes (dashed lines). The unit vectors n1 and n2 are the normals 
to each point in the upper and lower layer respectively, no is the normal to the reference plane, 
c is the interlayer distance. The figure is schematic and does not show the real scale of the 
fluctuations.
characterized by the parameter y to account for interlayer interactions. Substituting 
h1 and h2 with h ±  ¿ h /2, we obtain
H out 2  ƒ  d2x (2k (V2h)2 +  2  (V 2¿h)2 +  27  (¿h)2)  . (5.4)
In the harmonic approximation, which means neglecting the last term of the strain 
tensor (5 .2 ), the out-of-plane h(x) and in-plane ua(x) modes are decoupled. In 
this approximation, the mean square Fourier components of the field h(q) with 
wavevectors q are
N T
(|h(q)|2) =  (5.5)S0 2kq4
and of the field ¿h(q) are
(l¿h(q)|2)
N T
So 1 Kq4 +  2 7 ’
(5.6)
where N is the number of atoms per layer, S0 is the area per atom in the layer, and 
T is the temperature in units of energy. If the bending rigidity of a SL graphene 
is the same as the bending rigidity per layer of BL  graphene, then it follows from 
Eq. (5 .5 ), that (|h(q)|2) for BL graphene is twice smaller than for SL graphene. This 
is actually a very good approximation as we will show below.
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We further introduce the notation H (q) =  (|h(q)|2) and A H (q) =  (|¿h(q)|2).
An alternative way to describe out-of-plane fluctuations is via the unit vector normal 
to the average surface between two layers
n¿(x) = -----dih =, (5.7)
i( ) V 1 +  ivh|2,
with i = 1,2 (see chapter 2 ).
The correlation function of the normals, G(q) =  (|n(q)|2) is equal to q2H (q) if 
|Vh|2 C  1. Thus, in the harmonic approximation
Gfa) =  SO 2Kq2. ( 5 8 )
which is a factor 2 smaller than G(q) in SL graphene [31, 75].
The correlation functions H(q) and G(q) are calculated independently as described 
below. In principle to calculate H(q), we have to calculate the Fourier transforms of 
the atomic displacements h(x). However, the atomic positions in a generic configu­
ration in MC simulations are discontinuous and should be smoothed. This problem 
is related to the numerical calculations of derivatives and different operators on the 
hexagonal lattice [76]. Our procedure is the following. Let h0 be the z-coordinate 
of an atom and ha, hb and hc the z-coordinates of its three nearest neighbors. Then 
the averaged out-of-plane displacement of the central atom h0 is defined as
ho =  2  ( h0 +  2 (ha +  hb +  hc ^  . (5 .9)
This value is used to calculate the Fourier components h(q) using the wave vectors 
defined by periodic boundary conditions of the undistorted lattice. The normals 
needed to calculate G(q), instead, are automatically smooth because they are cal­
culated as averages of the normals to the three planes defined by three vectors, 
connecting the central atom to its three nearest neighbors [31, 75]. For BL gra­
phene, we calculate the correlation function G(q) for the normals of all atoms in the 
two layers.
Fig. 5 .4  shows the correlation functions G(q)/N and q2H (q)/N  for SL and BL gra­
phene at T =  300 K. We plot these functions as a function of q =  |q| by giving their 
average value at all allowed wavevectors with the same modulus. The difference 
between G(q)/N and q2H (q)/N  is negligible for q <  1 A-1 where the condition 
|Vh|2 C  1 is satisfied. The functions H(q) and G(q) behave according to the har­
monic approximation Eqs. (5 .5) and (5 .8) for q from 0.3 to 0.9 A-1 as it is also shown 
in Fig. 5.4. In this interval the correlation functions for BL graphene are about twice 
smaller than for SL graphene, which means that the effective bending rigidity for BL 
graphene is twice larger than the one of SL graphene, as we had guessed above. The 
deviation from the harmonic approximation for q <  0.3 A-1 is due to the coupling 
between bending and stretching modes in Eq. (5 .2) [12].
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FIGURE 5 .5 : Average height (|/?(q)|2) (blue lines) and thickness (|ò7?.(q)|2) (red lines) fluctu­
ations of BL graphene at T  =  300 K (dashed lines) and T  =  1500 K (solid lines). Black solid 
lines show the fit according to the Eqs. (5.5) - ( 5 .6).
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Fig. 5.5 shows the correlation functions H (q)/N  and A H (q)/N  of BL graphene for 
T =  300 K and T =  1500 K together with the harmonic fit according to Eqs. (5 .5 ) -  
(5 .6 ). The function AH(q) is specific of a bilayer and has no analog for single layer 
membranes. First of all, we note that AH(q) follows the harmonic approximation 
Eq. (5 .6) in the whole studied range of q, even where the deviations of H(q) from 
the harmonic approximation Eq. (5 .5) are pronounced. This means that thickness 
fluctuations are much less coupled to in-plane fluctuations, than average out-of­
plane fluctuations.
The second noticeable point, is the q-independent behavior of AH(q) for q <  q* «  
0.3 A-1 . In turn, this means that, in this range of q, the out-of-plane fluctuations of 
the two carbon layers are strongly coupled and only one soft mode h(q) survives. 
Therefore, at scales larger than 2n/q* «  20 A, BL graphene can be considered as a 
single membrane, whereas at smaller scales, h1(q) and h2(q) fluctuate rather inde­
pendently. The correlation between the fluctuations of the two layers is clearly seen 
in the side view snapshot of the sample shown in Fig. 5.1. Indeed it follows from 
Eqs. (5 .5 ), (5 .6) that if one neglects the interlayer coupling 7  in Eq. (5 .6) one has
N T
(h1(q)h2(q)) =  0, (|h1(q)|2 ) =  ( h  (q)|2) =  -  — . (5 .10)
S0 Kq4
In general, the perfect coincidence of AH(q) calculated from the MC simulations, 
with the theoretical prediction (5 .6) of the Hamiltonian (5 .4) confirms the correct 
choice of Hamiltonian to describe BL  graphene.
The crossover at q* from independent to coherent fluctuations in the two layers is 
important for the scattering of electrons from height fluctuations in BL graphene, 
which is determined mainly by long range fluctuations with strongly q-dependent 
correlation functions (compare with Ref. [42] for SL graphene). Therefore, fluc­
tuations of the interlayer distance become irrelevant for electrons with wavevector 
k <  q*. Moreover, for sample sizes L >  2n/q* «  20 A the height fluctuations in BL 
graphene are expected to be weaker than in SL graphene, because in the regime of 
coherent fluctuations the bilayer is twice stiffer than a single layer. This is qualita­
tively confirmed by the results presented in Fig. 5 .6  where we compare the values 
of (h2) for SL and BL graphene.
The temperature dependence of the parameters k and 7  of BL graphene are pre­
sented in Fig. 5.7 together with the parameter k of SL graphene. The parameter 7 
of BL  graphene decreases with temperature, which is not surprising. This param­
eter is responsible for the interlayer coupling, and it decreases with temperature 
since the interlayer distance c increases with temperature (Fig. 5 .2). The effective 
bending rigidity k grows with temperature in agreement with the general theory 
of crystalline membranes [27], as well as with our previous numerical results for 
SL graphene in Ref. [31] and in chapter 3. The behavior of liquid membranes is 
known to be opposite, with k decreasing with temperature [77]. The statement that 
k decreases with T also for graphene [78] is therefore in disagreement with general 
arguments [12, 27] and our results. The point is that the origin of the main anhar-
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FIGURE 5 .6 : Height fluctuations of SL graphene (solid blue line) compared to one of BL gra­
phene (dashed red line) as a function of MC step at T =  300 K.
FIGURE 5 .7 : Temperature dependence of the ben ding rigidity «of SL graphene (circles, solid, 
blue), bending rigidity per layer «o f BL graphene (circles, dashed, red) and parameter 7 of BL 
graphene (diamonds, dash-dotted, green).
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monic effects in liquid and crystalline membranes are completely different. For liq­
uid membranes they originate from high order terms of the mean curvature in Vh, 
which results in perturbative corrections to k that are of the form T ln qa <  0 with a 
the interatomic distance [27, 77]. For crystalline membranes, instead, perturbative 
corrections to k(T) due to the coupling of bending and out-of-plane fluctuations are 
much stronger, positive and proportional to T /q2 (Ref. [27]).
Actually the fact that dK/dT >  0 for crystalline membranes has a very simple mean­
ing: as the temperature increases, the amplitude of corrugation also increases, re­
sulting in a strengthening of the membrane [17]. As already mentioned, the bend­
ing rigidity per layer of BL graphene turns out to be very close to that of SL gra­
phene, which is not surprising since the interlayer coupling is much weaker than 
the in-plane chemical bonding. However, since the renormalization of k is strongly 
q-dependent for crystalline membranes, the definition of k(T) should be further 
specified. What is shown as k(T) in Fig. 5.7, and what was previously calculated for 
SL graphene in Refs. [31, 75] are the results of a best fit of the correlation functions 
G(q) and H(q) in the q range where the slope can be well approximated by the har­
monic behavior of Eqs. (5 .4) and (5 .8 ). Since, in this interval of q, the out-of-plane 
fluctuations of either layer of BL graphene are of the same order as those of SL gra­
phene (see Eq. (5 .1 0 )), it is not surprising that the temperature dependence of k for 
BL graphene is only marginally smaller than for the one of SL graphene.
It is important to notice, however, that the macroscopic behavior of the bending 
rigidity of free membranes for q ^  0 at finite temperature is divergent as q-n with 
n «  0.85 (see Ref. [12] and chapter 3). The size of the BL graphene samples used 
here makes an estimate of n for this case not precise enough as to be compared 
quantitatively to that found for SL graphene in chapter 3, but the qualitative behav­
ior shown in Fig. 5 .4  is very similar for SL and BL  graphene.
The mean square height fluctuations (h2) =  ^  H(q) are equally size-dependent. 
Since the sum over q is divergent at the lower limit qmin =  2n /L , (h2) is mostly 
determined by the effective K(q) for the smallest wavevectors and therefore, for 
large enough samples, it should scale as L 2-n (see [12] and chapter 3). According to 
Fig. 5.5, deviations of H(q) from harmonic behavior occur for q <  0.1 A-1 and thus, 
the crossover from harmonic behavior h2 k  L 2 to the anharmonic one h2 k  L 2-n 
takes place for sample size L «  60 A.
To characterize qualitatively the anharmonicity at the atomic scale, we calculate the 
temperature dependence of the molar heat capacity at constant volume
3R dU 
=  T  +  d r -
where U is the potential energy and R the gas constant. In Fig. 5.8 we compare the 
results with those of SL graphene from chapter 4.
Three and four phonon processes result in the linear growth of CV at high tem­
peratures [74]. One can see that SL and BL  graphene are almost the same as ex­
pected, since phonons of the whole Brillouin zone contribute to this quantity and
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FIGURE 5 .8 : Temperature dependence of the molar heat capacity at constant volume CV of 
SL (circles, solid line) and BL (diamonds, dashed line) graphene. Data obtained for N =  8640 
atoms sample.
FIGURE 5 .9 : G(q) calculated for graphene sample using Eq. (5.14). Red dots indicates in­
dividual values, blue line is the average over many configurations. Black line corresponds to a 
harmonic fit, according to Eq. (2.67).
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the phonon spectra of SL and BL  graphene differ only slightly close to the r  point 
(see, e.g., the calculated phonon spectra of graphene and graphite in Ref. [55]).
5.4 Summary
In conclusions, we have studied several temperature dependent properties of BL 
graphene by means of classical MC simulations. The high temperature heat capac­
ity is similar to that of SL graphene, whereas the thermal expansion is essentially 
different and close to the one experimentally observed in graphite.
We also introduced a new Hamiltonian which accounts for interlayer interactions 
in BL graphene and showed that it correctly describes the behavior of BL graphene. 
We have found that, depending on the wavevector, the height fluctuations in the 
two layers are either coherent (for q <  q*) or incoherent (for q >  q*) with q* «  
0.3 A-1 at room temperature and we have discussed the consequences of this fact 
for observable properties, like height fluctuations and electron scattering.
5.5 Appendix: Calculation of G(q)
In this short Chapter we will give an overview of the methods used to calculate H(q) 
and G(q). First of all, we want to have correlation functions calculated for the same 
q, which means that we should calculated G(q) and H(q) in the points of atomic 
positions. Let us start with the calculation of G(q). Every atom in the graphene 
lattice has 3 neighbours (see for example Fig 5.1 or chapter 1). Let rja, rjb and 
rjc be radius-vectors connecting the j-th  (central) atom with its neighbours. Then, 
every pair (rja, rjb), (rjb, rjc) and (rjc, rja) of these vectors defines a plane, and for 
every plane we can define the normal as (see chapter 2 .1 .1)
n« =  j  X j  - (5 .12)
|rj« X j 1
where the indices k and l denote neighbouring atoms (a, b and c). Such definition 
gives us 3 different normals in every point: nab, nbc and nca. Finally, we can define 
the normal in the point of atomic position of atom j  as the average
nj =  1  (n„b +  nbc +  nca). (5 .13)
Now we can proceed with the calculation of the Fourier transformation of n. Let L x 
and L y be the sample size in the X  and Y  directions (in our simulations L x «  L y). 
Because of the limited size of the sample, we have limited and discrete values of the 
wave-vectors q. The smallest accessible wave-vector has components qx =  2n /L x 
and qy =  2n /L y in the X  and Y  directions respectively. The accessible wave-vectors
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are (kqx,lqy), where k and l are natural numbers. The biggest accessible wave­
vectors are not limited. Nevertheless, there is no sense to take into consideration 
wave-vectors bigger than approximately qBmflfl =  4n /3a0, where a0 is the lattice pa­
rameter, if we want to compare the results of atomistic simulations to the continuum 
theory. Thus, taking into account the discrete values of q, we can write
where j  indicates the atom number and rj its coordinate. This expression gives 
G(q) for one atomic configuration of the MC simulations, afterwards we should 
calculate averages over the all available MC data. The results of the calculated G(q) 
is shown in Fig. 5.9. We can see that in the middle range of wave-vectors q, the 
calculated G(q) perfectly coincides with the predictions of Eq. (2 .67 ). In the area of 
small q we can observe deviation from the harmonic approximation as we discussed 
earlier, and for the big q, where we approach the Bragg-peak, we are going out of 
the continuum medium theory as expected (see chapter 2 .2 ). Now we can proceed 
with the calculations of H(q) and compare the results.
H(q) can be calculated in the same way using the following expressions
where hj is the height of the j-atom . From the computational point of view, calcu­
lations of H(q) are about 3 times simpler, because nj is a 3D vector, while hj is a 
scalar.
Figure 5.10 shows H(q) calculated using Eq. (5 .15 ). By fitting the obtained values 
of H (q) in the area where we expect harmonic behaviour, we get that H (q) k  1 /q3 63 
instead of H (q) k  1/q4. It is a bit surprising, and requires careful checking.
We should go back to the definitions of the correlations functions G(q) and H(q). In 
chapter 2 , where these functions were introduced, all derivations were done in the 
continuum medium limit, without any a priory knowledge about the atomistic struc­
ture of the material. Now we calculate correlation functions on the basis of atomic 
positions, and not for the continuum medium, and what is even more important 
we use Monte-Carlo simulations. In Monte-Carlo simulations atomic motions are 
discontinuous, and this discontinuity results in the unexpected behaviour of H(q).
Conversely, G(q) behaves as expected. When we calculate the normals at atomic 
positions using Eqs. (5 .1 2 )-(5 .1 3 ) , we actually perform an averaging over the three 
normals defined by the positions of the first neighbours. Moreover, in this averaging 
procedure, the central atom was counted 3 times (for every of the radius-vectors), 
and every of the 3 nearest neighbours were counted once. Employing the same 
approach we can try to smooth the atomic positions. If hj0 is the height of the j-th  
atom itself, and h i ,  hj2, hj3 are the heights of the 3 nearest neighbours, then in the 
spirit of the Eqs. (5 .1 2 )-(5 .1 3 ) we should write the average height of the atoms as
(5 .14)
(5 .15)
6 (3hj0 +  hja +  hjb +  hjc) •
(5 .16)
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FIGURE 5 .1 0 : H(q) calculated for graphene using Eq. (5.15). Black line corresponds to a 
harmonic fit, according to Eq. (2.68).
m - 1 0  q, 10 m
FIGURE 5 .1 1 : H(q) calculated for graphene using Eq. (5.15). Black line corresponds to a
( 5 . 1 7 )
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Then we can calculate H(q) as
1 1 V—T 1 2
H (q) =  n  1 h e x p(iq ■ rj )| • (5 .17)
j=1,N
Figure 5.11 shows H (q) calculated using average h. We can see that now H (q) k  
1/q4 as it was expected and that G(q) =  q2H(q) as it was discussed in chapter 2.
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S e l f - c o n s i s t e n t  s c r e e n i n g
APPROXIMATION FOR FLEXIBLE
m e m b r a n e s : a p p l i c a t i o n  t o
GRAPHENE
Crystalline membranes at finite temperatures have an anomalous behavior of the 
bending rigidity that makes them more rigid in the long wavelength limit. This 
issue is particularly relevant for applications of graphene in nano- and micro­
electromechanical systems. We calculate numerically the height-height correla­
tion function G(q) of crystalline two-dimensional membranes, determining the 
renormalized bending rigidity, in the range of wavevectors q from 10-7 A-1 tillo 1
10 A-1 in the self-consistent screening approximation (SCSA). For parameters 
appropriate to graphene, the calculated correlation function agrees reasonably 
with the results of atomistic Monte Carlo simulations for this material within
o 0 1 0 1the range of q from 10-2 A-1 till 1 A-1 . In the limit q ^  0 our data for the 
exponent n of the renormalized bending rigidity (q) k  q-n is compatible with 
the previously known analytical results for the SCSA n — 0.82. However, this_ o 1
limit appears to be reached only for q <  10-5 A-1 whereas at intermediate q the 
behavior of G(q) cannot be described by a single exponent.
The body of this chapter has been published as “Self-consistent screening approximation for 
flexible membranes: Application to graphene”,
K.V. Zakharchenko, R. Roldan, A. Fasolino and M.I. Katsnelson, Phys. Rev. B 82, 125435
(2010), arX iv :1006.1534.
“Suppression of anharmonicities in crystalline membranes by external strain”,
R. Roldán, A. Fasolino, K.V. Zakharchenko, and M.I. Katsnelson, Phys. Rev. B, 83, 174104
(2011), arX iv :1101.6026.
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6.1 Introduction
A very active field in statistical mechanics and condensed matter physics is the study 
of interfaces and membranes. physical membranes are two-dimensional surfaces 
embedded in three-dimensional space. In these systems, the interplay between the 
two-dimensional geometry and thermal fluctuations is at the origin of a number 
of unexpected behaviors, going from flat to glassy and tubular phases [12]. The 
stability of a flat 2D phase seems to be in contradiction with the Mermin-Wagner 
theorem [18], which states the impossibility of long range order in two dimensions 
due to thermal fluctuations. This apparent contradiction became subject of great 
interest after the discovery of graphene, a single atom thick layer of carbon atoms [4, 
25, 26, 79, 80], which can be considered as the prototype of crystalline membranes. 
The stability of this material against crumpling, demonstrated even for free-standing 
samples [13, 8 ], was proven to be related to the presence of intrinsic ripples [31]. 
Ripples and the mechanical properties of graphene have been subject of much recent 
theoretical work [32, 34, 36, 75, 81, 82, 83].
The first attempt to study the anomalous elasticity in polymerized membranes was 
done by Nelson and Peliti using a simple one-loop self-consistent theory, without 
including any renormalization of the in-plane Lamé constants [27]. They found an 
anomalous bending energy of the flat phase that for small wave vectors q deviates 
from its constant value and acquires a power-law behavior for the effective bend­
ing rigidity (q) ~  q-n with n =  1. The existence of anomalous elasticity was 
confirmed by an e =  4 — D expansion, where D is the membrane dimension [84]. 
A step beyond was done by Le Doussal and Radzihovsky [28] who generalized to 
polymerized membranes the self-consistent screening approximation (SCSA) intro­
duced by Bray [85] to estimate the critical exponents of the O(n) model in the 
large-n limit. This approximation is exact when the co-dimension dc =  d — D is 
going to infinity (d being the dimension of the embedding space). In Ref. [28] an 
approximate solution of the SCSA in the long wavelength limit was found, giving 
an exponent n ~  0.821 for a 2D membrane in a 3D space.
Motivated by the relevance for graphene, several works have recently appeared 
studying the bending rigidity properties of 2D crystalline membranes. Mariani and 
von Oppen studied the one-loop correction to the bending rigidity due to the ef­
fective interaction between flexural phonons [86 ]. More sophisticated methods as 
non-perturbative renormalization group (NPRG) have been used by Kownack and 
Mouhanna, who found an exponent of n ~  0.85 [87], in good agreement with the 
SCSA results [28], and by Braghin and Hasselmann, who extended the analysis of 
Ref. [87] to finite momenta. Furthermore, the validity of SCSA has been recently 
checked by Gazit [88 ], who has applied the approximation to second order expan­
sion in 1/dc and found no significant deviation from the first order expansion. As a 
result, vertex corrections can be neglected during the calculation and SCSA seems 
to be applicable to crystalline membranes.
In this chapter, we solve numerically the SCSA equations for the height-height cor­
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relation function G(q) and calculate it in a wide range of wavevectors q. In the long 
wavelengths limit q ^  0, our results for the exponent n agree with the analytical 
solution of Le Doussal and Radzihovsky [28] but at larger q the full solution has a 
more complex form that cannot be described by a single exponent. Furthermore, 
we identify the lengthscale separating the harmonic behavior in the short wave­
length limit, from the region where anharmonic coupling start to play an important 
role and the correlation function G(q) is renormalized. We also compare the re­
sults of the numerical solution to Monte Carlo simulations of graphene based on 
the LCBOPII bond order potential [38]. The two approximations reasonably agree, 
justifying the use of SCSA in the calculation of physical properties of graphene.
6.2 Method
In this section we briefly review the SCSA for membranes [28, 88 ]. In the Monge 
representation, displacements of a D-dimensional membrane embedded in a d- 
dimensional space, are parametrized using a D-component phonon field u, and 
the out-of-plane height fluctuations by a dc =  d — D dimensional field h. There­
fore, if r0 describes the position of a particle on the undistorted (flat) membrane, 
its configuration after the displacement due to perturbations will be given by the 
d-dimensional vector r =  (r0 +  u, h). Assuming an asymptotically flat geometry 
with small out-of-plane fluctuations, such that u and h are functions of r0, the free 
energy takes the form (chapter (2) and Ref. [12]
F [u  h] =  2  ƒ dDr H v2h)2 +  2^  +  AuL ] , (6 .1)
where the strain tensor uaß, to the lowest order in gradients of u and h, reads
=  i< d„Uß +  dßu„ +  s„ h ■ dßh), (6 .2 )
with a ,ß  =  1, ...,D , which coincide with Eqs. ((2 .4 0 )), ((2 .3 5 )) for D =  2 in d =  
3. In Eq. (6 .1), k, A and ß are the bending rigidity, the first Lamé constant, and 
the shear modulus respectively as it was defined in chapter 2 .1 In the harmonic 
approximation, the last term of Eq. (6 .2) is neglected, leading to a decoupling of the 
bending (h) and stretching (u) modes. Eq. (6 .1) provides a correct description of 
elastic free energy and height fluctuations of a membrane as long as the equilibrium 
phase is truly a flat phase. once the phonons have been integrated out, the effective 
free energy can be expressed in terms of the Fourier components of the height fields
1 f  dD q [ 4 2 1 f  dD k f  dD k'
Feff [h] 2 J  (2n )D T q |hql +  4dc J  (2n)D i  (2n)D X
x R (D)(k, k', q)(hk ■ hq- k)(hk ■ h_q_k, ) (6.3)
1In our numerical calculations, we use the values valid for graphene at T =  300 K, k «  1.1 eV, 
A «  2.4 eV-Â-2 and  ^«  9.95 eV-Â-2 . (See e. g. chapter 4).
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where the effective four-point-coupling fourth-order tensor R (D)(k, k', q) reads
R (D)(k, k', q) =  2ß[kPT(q)k']2 +  [kPT(q)k][k'PT(q)k'], (6.4)
2ß +  A
and Pjß(q) =  (8aß — qaqß/q2) is the transverse projection operator. Notice that the 
interaction is completely separable for physical membranes (D =  2 and d =  3), 
allowing us to write [88 ]: R (2) (k ,k ',q) =  2b0[q x k]2[q x k']2, where q =  q/q and
bo =  2ß(ß +  A )/(2ß +  A).
o u r aim is to calculate the correlation function
(ha ( q) hß (q)) =  Saß G(q), (6.5)
with G- 1(q) =  Kq4 +  E(q), where E(q) is the self-energy and G- 1(q) =  Kq4 is 
the correlation function in the harmonic approximation. In the SCSA theory, the 
renormalized elasticity is determined through a 1 /d c-expansion for the 2 -point and 
4-point correlation functions of h, that turns them into a closed self-consistent set 
of coupled integral equations for the self-energy E(q). For physical membranes, the 
set of equations can be written as [28]
G -1(q) =  Gö1(q) +  E (q^ (6 .6)
s ( q) = 2 Í Td_p2b(p)[qpT (p)q]2G(q — p), (6 .7)
(2n)
b
b(p) =  -, +  3bQ J( ) , (6 .8 )1 +  3boJ (p)
J  (p ) =  8  ƒ  ( 2^  q2 |p — q |2 G(q)G(p — q) . (6 .9)
In Eq. (6 .8 ) the constants k, A and ß appearing in bQ are divided by kBT , where T is 
the temperature and kB the Boltzman constant. Eqs. (6 .6 )-(6 .9 )  admit an analytic 
solution in the long wavelength limit, under the assumptions G- 1(q) «  E(q) «  
Z/q4-n, with Z  a non-universal amplitude, and b(k) «  1/3J(k). The solution of such 
simplified system gives for the critical exponent n =  0.821 [28]. However, a full 
knowledge of the correlation function is lacking in this approach.
6.3 Results and discussion
In the following, we solve numerically the set of equations Eq. (6 .6 )-(6 .9 ) . The 
self-consistent cycle starts with the harmonic approximation G(q) =  G0(q). From 
this, we compute Eq. (6 .7 )-(6 .9 )  and the obtained self-energy E(q) is used to dress 
the new correlation function G(q), which in turn allows us to start a new iteration. 
Taking into account that G(q), E (q), b(q) and J(q) depend only on the modules of 
the vector variables, it is natural to integrate Eqs. (6 .6 )-(6 .9 )  in polar coordinates 
with the replacements p ^  (p, 0) and q ^  (q, ^ ) . Moreover, further in this chapter
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FIGURE 6 .1 : Integrand of Eq. (6.9) for p =  2.5 Â 1 and 0 =  0. The UV cutoff in this figure 
has been taken, for illustrative reasons, to qmax =  5 Â-1 .
0
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we will make no difference between G(q) and G(q). Thus, Eqs. (6 .6 )-(6 .9 )  can be 
written as follows
G- 1(q ,^) =  G0- 1(q ,^) +  E (q ,^ ), (6 .10)
2n <?max
E (q ,^ ) =  — 2 J d0 J  dpb(p,0)pq4 sin4(^  — 0 )x  
o o
x G ( ^ q 2 +  p2 — 2qp cos(^ — 0 ) ,^  — 0 ), (6 .11)
b
b^  0) =  1 +  3b J ( 0 ) , (6 .12)1 +  3boJ (p,0 )
2n Çmax
J  (p,0 )  =  3 2 t t ^ /  d^  ƒ dqq3(q2 + p2 — 2pqcos(0 — ^ ))x  
0 0
x G (q ,^ )G (^ q 2 +  p2 — 2pq cos(0 — -0) ,0  — -0). (6 .13)
In the numerical implementation we have used a (hard) ultraviolet (UV) cutoff 
qmax in the radial integrals. Due to finite size effects, it is natural to consider a UV 
cutoff (which is of the order of the inverse lattice constant in crystalline membranes) 
and we have checked that the results are independent on this cutoff. We have 
checked that, in the relevant range, the same results are obtained by multiplying 
G(q) by a cutoff function A(q) ~  e-K(q/A)4, where A ~  qmax/5  and we have used
0 1qmax =  100 Â-1 .
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The next difficulty is the divergence of the correlation function G(q) in the infrared 
(IR) limit when q ^  0. As an example, Fig. 6.1 shows the integrand of Eq. (6 .9 ), 
where two divergences, for q =  0 and q =  p, can be seen. To avoid such IR diver­
gence, we replace the function G0(q) =  K/q4 by G0(q) =  K/(q +  e)4, where e is a 
small parameter (e =  10-46 Â-1 in our numerical calculations).
Because of the power law behavior of the correlation function, it is extremely con­
venient to use a logarithmic grid for numerical evaluations. Therefore we discretize 
the momentum axis into points q, =  aed(i-1), where i is the index of the point in the 
grid of q, a is the minimum value considered for the representation (a =  10-7 Â-1 
in our calculations) and £ =  log(qmax/a ) / (N  — 1), where qmax is the UV cutoff and N  
is the number of points in the grid of q.2 In Fig. 6.2 we show the renormalized cor­
relation function G(q) after each of the first 51 iterations. In general, convergence 
is very fast and achieved after about 20  iterations.
Our results are summarized in Fig. 6.3. There we compare the bare (unrenor­
malized) correlation function G0(q) =  1/Kq4 (dotted blue line) to the solution of 
the SCSA, G(q) (red line). The important result is the value of the wavevector, 
qc «  0.1 Â-1 , where G(q) changes behavior from harmonic, where G(q) k  1/q4 
(for q >  qc), to non-harmonic, with G(q) k  1/q4-n, for q <  qc. The Ginzburg cri­
terion [12] gives an approximate value of the wavevector q*, and thus the spatial 
scale, L* =  2n/q*, at which anharmonic effects become dominant
q* =  V S -  (6 .14)
where K  is the 2D bulk modulus. For graphene, K  =  12.4 eV-Â-2 and k = 1 .1  eV at 
room temperature (T =  300 K), see chapter 4  for details, leading to q* «  0.18 Â-1 . 
This wavevector is represented by the vertical dotted-dashed line in Fig. 6.3, and it 
is in good agreement with the SCSA results.
Furthermore, we have numerically solved the SCSA set of equations Eqs. (6 .6 )-(6 .9 )  
in the long wavelength approximation used by Le Doussal and Radzihovsky [28]. By 
taking G-1  (q) «  E(q) and b(p) «  1 /3J(p ), we obtain the approximate solution shown 
by the gray line in Fig. 6.3, which is only valid in the long wavelength limit. Notice 
that both, the exact and the approximate solutions coincide for small wavevectors 
(i.e. in the limit q ^  0).
Finally, we have fitted this approximate solution to G(q) «  Z/q4-n, with n =  0.821 
and Z =  1.2, as shown by the dashed black line (q is expressed in Â-1 ). The three 
results (exact numerical solution of the SCSA, approximate numerical solution and 
analytic approximation) coincide in the long wavelength limit, and corroborate the 
value given in Ref. [28] for the critical exponent, n =  0.821. We mention here that 
the above solution is robust as far as we start the first iteration from the harmonic 
approximation [G0(q) ~  q-4 ] or from any correlation function that diverges faster 
than q-4+n0 with nQ «  0.85.
2For the numerical integration, we use the nag_quad_md_rect algorithm of the NAG libraries, 
based on the HALF procedure [89, 90].
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l n -10 -1 q, 10 m
FIGURE 6.2: Evolution of the cal culated G,(q) for each itera tion i = 1,..., 51 (red lines). 
G0(q) = k/q4 is denoted by the dashed blue Ii ne. Inset: G0(q0 ) — Gi(q0) as a function of the 
iteration i for qQ = 10-7 Â-1, which shows how the solution converges after a few iterations.
m “ 10q, 10 m
FIGURE 6.3: Comparison of the unrenormalized correlation function in the harmonic approxi­
mation G0(q) (blue line) to the solution of the SCSA equations G(q) (dash-dotted red line) and 
the long-wavelength limit solution Gapp(q), using the approximations of Ref. [28] (gray line). The 
black dashed line is a fitting to the approximate solution G(q) «  Z/q4-n choosing the parameters 
n = 0.821 and Z = 1.2. The vertical line indicates the wavevector q* «  0.18 Â-1 obtained from 
the Ginzburg criterion Eq. (6.14).
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FIGURE 6.4: Comparison of the unrenormalized correlation function in the harmonic approxi­
mation G0(q) (dotted blue line) to the solution of the SC SA equations G(q) (red line) and the 
Monte Carlo data (black dot-dashed line). The dashed green line correspond to the approxima­
tion Ga(q) given by Eq. (6.15). In the inset we show the deviation of the approximation Ga(q)
G(q)
FIGURE 6.5: Zoom of Fig. 6.4 focusing on the comparison of G(q) from SCSA to the Monte 
Carlo data. Unrenormalized correlation function in the harmonic approximation G0(q) (dotted
G(q)
Ga(q)
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We also compare the solution of the SCSA system of equations with the correlation 
function G(q) of graphene extracted from the Monte Carlo simulations presented 
in chapter 3. For more details about the Monte Carlo calculation of the correlation 
function G(q), see chapter 5. In chapter 3 the results for the correlation function 
found for two different model potentials were described by a power law with ex­
ponent n = 0.85. The Monte Carlo results are shown in Fig. 6.4 together with 
the solution of the SCSA system of equations and the unrenormalized correlation 
function G0(q) = 1/Kq4. In Fig. 6.4 we can see that G(q) obtained from the SCSA 
equations agrees rather well with the Monte Carlo data in the range of q accessi­
ble in atomistic calculations. An even better agreement with Mote Carlo data was 
found in Ref. [82], where the height-height correlation function was computed us­
ing a more accurate approximation as the NPRG. However, notice that we do not 
use here any additional adjustable parameter when comparing to Monte Carlo data. 
Therefore, this justifies the use of SCSA in the intermediate range of momenta.
Furthermore, we compare the results to the approximate correlation function Ga(q), 
obtained from the effective Dyson equation [31]
G-1(q) = G-1(q) + E(q), (6.15)
where G0(q) is the correlation function in the harmonic approximation
Go(q) = d s ?  ■ (616)
N being the number of atoms of the sample and SQ = LxLy/N  the area per atom, 
and the self-energy is approximated by
E(q) = AS0q4 ( f  ) ’  (6.17)
where qQ = 2^ ^ K / k and A an unknown numerical factor. The fitting of Eq. (6.15) 
to the solution of the SCSA equations in the region 10-4 — 1 Â-1 gives A = 0.3261, 
as shown in Fig. 6.4 by the dashed green line. In this fitting the exponent n has 
been fixed to its long wavelength value, n = 0.82. This approximation is a good 
interpolation function between the long- and short-wavelength regions, and it can 
be used to simplify the calculation of physical quantities that involve the renormal­
ized correlation function. This range of wavevectors (10-4 — 1 Â-1) is relevant for 
discussing the scattering of electrons by ripples [42].
6.4 Conclusions
In summary, we have studied numerically the self-consistent theory of polymerized 
membranes proposed in Ref. [28]. The critical exponent that we obtain in the long 
wavelength limit, n «  0.82, coincides with the analytic approximation. In addition,
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we have calculated the correlation function G(q) in the whole range of momenta and 
found good agreement with results of Monte Carlo calculations. We have also found 
the characteristic wavevector, qc «  0.1 Â-1, that separates the region of validity of 
the harmonic approximation (for q > qc ) where G(q) k  q 4, from the region where 
fluctuations lead to a considerable renormalization of the correlation function, and 
where G(q) k  q-4+n. This value of qc is close to the one given by the Ginzburg 
criterion. From this wavevector, the exponent n changes from zero (for q > qc) 
to 0.82 in the long wavelength limit. This limit is important when dealing with 
MEMS applications of graphene [44, 45, 8]. The renormalization of the bending 
rigidity k ^  kr (q) ~ q-n should be taken into account, e. g., when calculating the 
eigen-frequencies of graphene membranes that would become w(q) k  s jKR(q)q4 k
q2-n/2 ^  q1'6
our results show the importance of considering the renormalization of the bending 
rigidity. The good agreement between SCSA and Monte Carlo simulations for gra­
phene can be seen as a proof that SCSA is a good approximation to account for the 
effect of corrugation in the physical properties of graphene.
6.5 Membranes under strain: Harmonic 
approximation
In the previous part, we studied graphene as example of a membrane in the absence 
of the external strain. Now we are going to study the influence of external strain 
applied to a membrane on the correlation function. The effect of an external strain 
applied to the membrane is modeled by the inclusion of a new term in the the­
ory, Taß, that couples to the internal strain tensor. Therefore, we use the following 
expansion for the free energy
F [u,h,Taß] = 2 í  d2r k (V2^ ) + 2^ u0g + AuÍa + Ta ß uaß (6.18)
where Taß = ASaßu^ ß* + 2^u0ßi is expressed in terms of the external strain tensor 
uOf. In the harmonic approximation, the Fourier component of the height-height 
correlation function reads simply
kB T
Go(q) = (|h(q)|2)u (6.19)
q2( Kq2 + Aujx; + 2^ua^sqß)'




where u = SS/2S = Sl/l accounts for the uniform dilation of the membrane, S and
l are the membrane surface area and size, SS and Sl are the change in area and size
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due to the application of strain. This reduces G0(q) to
1 T1
G0<q> = q2[Kq2 +B(A + ,)u] ■ (6.21)
Notice that for the unstrained case (u = 0), the mean square amplitude of the out-of­
plane displacement diverges, in the harmonic approximation, as [12] (h2)u=0 k  L2, 
where (h2) = q(|h(q)|2) and L is the sample size. Furthermore, the normal­
normal correlation (n(r) ■ n(0)) diverges logarithmically as r ^  ro. However, for a 
membrane under uniform dilation, we can use Eq. (6.21) and obtain
/U2\ kBT ! (  , 2(A + , )u )  log(L2u) (622)
(h ) = — r - log 1 + — 2—  k ------ , (6.22)8n(A + , )u v KqLn J u
where qmin = 2n/L is an infrared cutoff of the order of the inverse sample size L. 
Furthermore, from the normal-normal correlation function (|n(q)|2) = kB T/[K(q2 + 
qU)], where qu = \/2(A + ,)u /k  we obtain that
(n(r) ■ n(0)) = ^  Í = 2 ^ A°(3«r), (6.23)
k J (2n)2 q2 + qU 2nK
where K0(x) is a modified Bessel function of the second kind. Taking into account 
that, for x >  1, K0(x) «  yjn/2xe-x, we obtain that, for r ^  ro
kBT e-9“r
(n(r) ■ n(0)) « ---- , , (6.24)
k V8nq„r
which is finite value.
Therefore, as follows from Eq. (6.21) the application of external strain, as expected, 
guarantees the long range 2D order of the membrane. Furthermore, q-1 defines 
a length-scale that separates the strain-dominated from unstrained regions of the 
correlation lengths.
6.6 Anharmonic effects: continuum elastic theory in 
the SCSA
In the previous section we have seen that the application of an external strain sta­
bilizes, even in the harmonic approximation, the flat phase of a 2D membrane. But 
even in the absence of strain, it is known that the flat phase is stable. This is due to 
the anharmonic coupling between bending and stretching modes [12]. Therefore, 
anharmonic effects lead to a further renormalization of the characteristic lengths 
and elastic constants discussed in the previous section. In the following, we study 
the effect of anharmonicity in the correlation function of an strained 2D membrane. 
First, one notices that the in-plane phonons in the free energy Eq. (6.18) can be
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integrated out exactly, what allows us to write an effective action in terms only of 
the h fields [91]
where Y = 4 ,( ,  + A)/(2, + A) is the 2D Young modulus and Pjß = Saß - dadß/V 2 
is the transverse projection operator. Eq. (6.25) can be expressed in terms of the 
Fourier components of the height field, h(q), as
where q = k1 + k2 and in the second term k1 + k2 + k3 + k4 = 0. The first line of 
Eq. (6.26) is nothing but the bending part of the free energy in the harmonic ap­
proximation, from which we have defined the non-interacting correlation function 
G0(q), as in Eq. (6.19) of the previous section. The second and third lines form 
the interaction term of the theory. The second line of Eq. (6.26) accounts for the 
four point vertex, whereas the last term of this equation leads to a two-point vertex 
that renormalizes the propagator. This problem is similar to that of a polymerized 
membrane with long-range disorder, and can be treated in the SCSA [92]. For stiff 
membranes as graphene, the anharmonic effects are suppress very fast under the 
application of strain. Therefore, we assume that the renormalization of the propa­
gator due to the vertices associated to the last term of Eq. (6.26) is weak, and that 
we can neglect this class of diagrams in our calculations. We will see in section 6.7 
that the correlation functions calculated with this assumption in the SCSA agree 
well with those obtained from atomistic MC simulations, justifying the simplifica­
tion. Then, the renormalized correlation function can be calculated from a closed 
self-consistent set of two coupled integral equations for the self-energy [93, 88]
where G 1(q) = G01(q) + E(q) is the inverse of the dressed propagator, n aß,Y<s(q) 
are the vacuum polarization functions,
Feff [h,Taß] = ƒ d2r 1K (V2h f  + Taß^hößh + 8 Y ^ r  (Pjßöahößh + P
(6.25)
X k1ak2ßk3Y k4¿ [h(k1)h(k2)][h(k3)h(k4)] +
x k1ak2ßuYx/(q)h(k1)h(k2), (6.26)
(6.27a)
Raß, y¿ (q) Raß, y¿ (q) Raß,ßv (q)niuv,Ju' v' (q)R^/v',YS (q) , (6.27b)
naß,Y<s(q) = J  (2^)2kakß(kY - qY)(ks - qs)G(k)G(q - k), (6.28)
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Raß,YS(q) = (Y/2 - , )PJßPYTS + (, /2)(PT PßTS + PJsPßTY) is the unrenormalized four-
point interaction vertex and Äaß,YS (q) is the screened interaction.
The set of equations (6.27a)-(6.27b) can be solved, at any wave-vector, following 
the method introduced in chapter 6.3. Fig. 6.6 shows the momentum dependence 
of G0(q) and G(q) for different values of strain, u = 0,..., 10-2. First, one no­
tices in Fig. 6.6(a) that, without strain, the harmonic approximation is valid only 
in the short wavelength region, where G(q) «  G0(q) as written in section 6.3. The 
Ginzburg criterion, which considers only the first order correction to the correlation 
function, allows us to estimate the characteristic wave-vector q* above which the 
harmonic behavior applies. For 2D membranes, q* is approximately given by [12]
shown by the vertical dot-dashed lines in Fig. 6.6. This is the characteristic wave­
vector at which the renormalized correlation function G(q) (full red line) separates 
from the harmonic approximation G0(q) (dashed blue line), pointing out that an­
harmonic effects are very important at long scales. If we consider the effect of 
external strain in the membrane, we still can distinguish between the harmonic and 
the anharmonic regimes, as shown in Fig. 6.6(b)-(f).3 However, there also exists 
a characteristic scale at which the behavior of flexural (out-of-plane) phonons is 
dominated by strain effects. This scale manifests itself as a change in the slope of 
the correlation functions: G0(q) changes from ~ q-4 to q-2 and G(q) changes from 
q-4+n also to q-2, where n is a characteristic exponent. In fact, we can observe from 
Fig. 6.6(b)-(f) how the region of intermediate momenta, where the two functions 
G0(q) and G(q) differ, and therefore anharmonic effects are important, is reduced 
as the value of u grows. From these results we see that very small amounts of strain 
are enough to suppress the anharmonic effects.
These results can be used to study the effect of strain on flexural phonons. The 
dispersion relation for flexural phonons of a 2D membrane under isotropic tension 
can be written as
where p is the density and K(q) is the bending rigidity. In the harmonic approxima­
tion, K(q) = k and the dispersion changes from linear to quadratic at a wave-vector
vertical dotted lines in Fig. 6.6(b)-(f). However, anharmonic effects are important 
at long lengthscales. To obtain analytical results, we use the approximation for the
(6.29)
For the parameters of graphene, q* «  0.18 Â 1 at room temperature, value which is
(6.30)
equal to qh = \/2u(, + A)/k.4 This characteristic wave-vector is denoted by the
3The inclusion of the last term of Eq. (6.26) in the calculation would lead to an external strain 
dependence of q*, effect that is neglected in the simple approximation used to obtain Eq. (6.29).
4Notice that qh coincides with the wave-vector qu discussed in the previous section.
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bending rigidity [31, 94]
Kß(q) = k + keTA^qQ^ , (6.31)
where A is some numerical factor, n «  0.82 and qQ = 2^ ^/Y /k. Therefore, the slope 
of the dispersion relation f  (q) changes from ~ q to ~ q2-n/2 at the wave-vector 
solution of
r /
q2 = 2u(A + ß). (6.32)
vqw
K + kRTA( qQ
The values of qs for the different strains studied are shown by the vertical dashed 
lines in Fig. 6.6(b)-(f). Notice that the characteristic wave-vector obtained by the 
approximation to the bending rigidity Eq. (6.31) agrees well with the exact result 
of the SCSA equations.
From the previous expressions, and imposing qs = q*, it is possible to find the critical 
value for the strain that is enough to suppress the anharmonic effects completely, at 
any wave-vector, and this is
3kBT ß (6 33)
u  = 4n K(2ß + A) • (6'33)
For the parameters of graphene at room temperature, this corresponds to uc «  
0.0025. In fact, notice that qh and qs already coincide for u = 10-2 > uc and that 
both are to the right of q* (qs,qh > q*) (Fig. 6.6(f)), pointing out that anharmonic 
effects are already absent for this value (~ 1%) of external strain.
Finally, we compare the results for graphene to those of a softer membrane. In 
Fig. 6.7 we show G0(q) and G(q) for graphene, and for a membrane with 1% the 
parameters k, A and ß of graphene. In this case, we see that q*soft > q*g™ph, as 
seen by the position of the vertical dotted-dashed lines (red for graphene and black 
for the soft membrane). This means that anharmonic effects manifest themselves 
before (at smaller lengthscales) for a soft membrane. Furthermore, for the chosen 
parameters the change in slope of the harmonic G0(q) is the same in the two cases 
(as shown by the vertical dotted line). However, the out-of-plane component of the 
dispersion for flexural phonons dominates in a wider region of momenta for the soft 
membrane as compared to graphene, qSoft < qfr“ph, as it can be seen by the relative 
position of qs for graphene (dashed red line) with respect to that of a soft membrane 
(dashed black line). Notice that in the latter case, the strain necessary to suppress 
all the anharmonic effects is uc «  0.25, also two orders of magnitude larger than for 
graphene.
6.7 Comparison to atomistic Monte Carlo simulations
In this section we compare the results obtained by using the continuum elastic the­
ory methods as described in section 6.5 and 6.6, with the results of the Monte Carlo
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FIGURE 6.6: Correlation function in the harmonic approximation, G0(q) (blue dashed line) and 
renormalized correlation function in the SCSA G(q) (full red line) for several values of strain u 
from 0 to 10-2. Dash-dotted vertical lines indicates q* «  0.18 Â-1, according to the Ginzburg 
criterion, Eq. (6.29). Dashed vertical lines point the position of qs and dotted vertical lines 
indicates the position of qh and (see text).
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FIGURE 6.7: G0(q) for graphene (dashed blue line) and for a softer membrane (dashed gray 
line), and G(q) for graphene (full red line) and for a softer membrane (full black line). In the 
two cases, u = 10-8. We have used, for the soft membrane, 1/100 times the parameters valid 
for graphene at this temperature. Whereas qs is the same in the two cases (vertical dotted line), 
q* «  0.18 Â-1 for graphene (vertical dotted-dashed line) and q* «  1.8 Â-1 for the soft membrane 
(vertical dashed line).
FIGURE 6.8: Comparison of the normal-normal correlation function dn(q)l2> = q2G(q) ob­
tained from continuum elastic theory, as described in section 6.5 and 6.6 (dashed lines), to 
atomistic MC simulations (solid lines), for different values of external strain.
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simulations of graphene. The correlation function G(q) for graphene has been calcu­
lated as described in chapter 3 for unstrained graphene by means of MC simulations 
based on an accurate interatomic potential for carbon [38]. The simulations are 
done for a sample of 37888 atoms in a roughly square sample of 314.82 x 315.24 Â2, 
in the NPT isothermal isobaric ensemble. The simulations for the strained case 
were done for smaller samples of 8640 atoms (147.57 x 153.36 Â2), which limits the 
range of accessible wave-vectors with respect to the unstrained case. In Fig. 6.8 we 
compare the correlation functions obtained from numerical simulations (full lines) 
to the SCSA results (dashed lines) for different values of the strain. To highlight the 
change of slope of G(q) due to strain, in Fig. 6.8 we plot q2G(q) that becomes flat 
when G(q) k  q-2 as discussed in section 6.6. First, one notices that the G(q) calcu­
lated by atomistic simulations deviates from those calculated in the continuum limit 
for wave-vectors close to the Bragg peak at q = 3a = 2.94 Â-1 with a = 1.42 Â be­
ing the carbon-carbon distance in graphene. We mention also that, for the strained 
cases, the error bars of the Monte Carlo simulations are negligible.
Starting from the unstrained case (u = 0), we see that the MC (full black line) and 
the SCSA (dashed black line) results agree reasonably well and both deviate from 
the correlation function in the harmonic approximation (dot-dashed black line) at 
small wave-vectors, pointing out the importance of anharmonic effects at long scales 
in unstrained samples (as in was discussed in section 6.3. For the strained cases, the 
SCSA and MC results are also comparable, what justify the use of SCSA when deal­
ing with samples under tension. However, we must emphasize that for 0.4% strain, 
there is almost no difference between G0(q) [as obtained by Eq. (6.19)] and G(q) 
in the SCSA [full solution of Eq. (6.27a)-(6.27b)], as discussed in section 6.6, and 
they are exactly the same for the highest value of strain shown here, 1.5%. A more 
rigorous check of the validity of SCSA would require MC simulations for samples 
under even weaker strain, which requires several times large samples to achieve the 
required accuracy and makes such simulations much more time consuming. Nev­
ertheless, the present results already confirm that rather weak strain is enough to 
suppress the anharmonicities in stiff membranes as graphene, as it can be seen in 
Fig. 6.8 by the almost flat line-shape of q2G(q) as we move from the Bragg peak 
towards small wave-vectors of the spectrum, for tensions > 0.4%.
6.8 Conclusions
In summary, we have studied the effect of external strain in the correlation function 
of flexural modes in the SCSA. In the presence of strain, three different regimes can 
be distinguished in the dispersion relation of flexural phonons: ^ ( q )  ~ q in the 
long wavelength limit, f  (q) ~ q2-n/2 in the intermediate range of wave-vectors of 
the spectrum (where n «  0.82 is a characteristic exponent), and finally ^ ( q )  ~ q2 at 
shorter wavelengths. The results show that, for a soft membrane, rather high values 
of strain are needed to suppress anharmonic effects, whereas for a stiff membrane 
as graphene, anharmonic effects are strongly reduced by strain. The correlation
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functions obtained with the SCSA compare well with those calculated from atom­
istic MC simulations. Taking into account that the scattering of electrons by flexural 
phonons has been shown to be the main limitation for the charge mobility in sus­
pended graphene [95], our results point to the fact that the application of a small 
tension to the graphene layer would reduce the out-of-plane vibrations that lead to 
the flexural modes, increasing the mobility of the suspended samples.
6.9 Appendix
6.9.1 Derivation of the SCSA equations
In this appendix we will derive Eqs. (6.6)-(6.9). Let us start with the free energy 
from Ref. [28]
k 1 
= 2 q4|h(q)|2 + 4d ^  93794áh(?i) ■ h(q2)h(q3) ■h(94)’
q c qi,q2,q3
(6.34)
where q = k1 + k2, k1 + k2 + k3 + k4 = 0 and we use ^  to denote the integral
q
f  dD q
J  . The four-point-coupling fourth-rank order tensor R(q) is transversal to q.
We can write R(q) as a linear combination R(q) = b0N(q) + ßM (q) of two mutually 
orthogonal operators M(q) and N(q)
PT Pt  . (6.35)
and
M s.yS = 1 (PT P £  + PT PT ). (6.36)
with Pjß = «^ß - q«9ß/q2 is a transverse projection operator. It is easy to check that 
M N  = N M  = 0. Thus, we can write
R * *  = tDTy PT PT + PT + PT PT ). (6.37)
and b0 = ß(2ß + DA)/(2ß + A). We are interested in graphene, a physical 2D mem­
brane embedded in 3D space, so that we will keep in mind that D = 2, d = 3 and 
dc = d — D = 1. We want to calculate the correlation function
(M -q)hs (q)) = G(q), (6.38)
where
G-1(q) = Kq4 + E(q). (6.39)
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E(q) is the self-energy and G-1(q) = Kq4 is the correlation function in the harmonic 
approximation. In the SCSA theory
2
E(k) = -j-k«kßk7k¿ ^  R«ß.Y<s(q)G(k — q). (6.40)
c q
where R is the screened R is given by
R(q) = R(q) — R(q)n(q)R(q). (6.41)
where n aß.Yi (q) is the vacuum polarization tensor
n aß,7(5 (q) = ^2  PaPßPiP  ^G(q)G(q — p). (6.42)J O L i
P
Only the component of n(q) proportional to the fully symmetric tensor Saß,Yi = 
^ « ß +^«Y¿ß<5 ^ß7 will contribute is Eq. (6.41). So that, we can define n sym(q) = 
1(q)S, and
1 (q) = 8 ^  p2(p — q)2G(q)G(q —p). (6.43)
P
Now we can find R(q). First, we need to calculate several quantities
(N *S')aß,75 = 2iVaß.7i + iVaß (6.44)
(Is S Is )aß,Yi = 2Naß,Y5 + Naß.^Nvv.Y^. (6.45)
Similarly, we can find
(MSM )aß,Yi = 2Maß,Y^ . (6.46)
and
N SM = M SN  = 0. (6.47)
because N M  = M N  = 0. Now R can be calculated.
R = R + R n  R. (6.48)
Let i? = 6N + ßM . Substituting R and n  we obtain
ßN + ßM = boN + ßM  + 1 (boN + ßM)S(ßN + ßM). (6.49)
After simplification we have
ß = r+%T7. ß = r+ ^2^ ' (6-50)1  3bol 1  21 ß
Finally, substituting Eq. (6.50) into Eq. (6.40) we find
E(k) = 2 ^ ß(q)[kPT(q)k]2G(k — q). (6.51)
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The last step is to combine Eqs. (6.39), (6.43), (6.50), (6.51) and re-write them in 
a way that minimizes the number of variables
G-1(q) = G-1(q) + E(q). 









As we already said, it is convenient to integrate this equations in polar coordinates. 




q sin (0 — 0).
and
|q — p|2 = p2 + q2 — 2pq cos(0 — 0).
G(q — p) = G (^ p 2 + q2 — 2pq cos(0 —
E
The integrals in polar coordinates can be written as
»  2n »  2n
/ ¡ Ô  / *  -  E  - / ¡ S  ƒ *
o o p o o
G-1(q.0) = G01(q.0) + E(q.0 ).
2n »
E(q.0)^-^— d0 ydpb(p. 0)pq4 sin4(0 — 0)x
o o




1 + 3bo1 (p. 0) ’
32n2
d0 / dqq (q + p — 2pqcos(0 — 0))x
o o








Now we need to do few final steps before starting the numerical integration. We 
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and p respectively (which means that G(q) = G(q), £(q) = £(q), b(p) = b(p) and 
I(p) = I(p)). For the sake of simplicity, and without any loss of generality, we can 
assume 0 = 0 in Eqs. (6.59)-(6.60) and 0 = 0 in the Eqs. (6.61)-(6.62)
G-1(q) = G—1(q) + £(q), (6.63)
2n »






b(p) = . + 3b0 , ( ) , (6.65)
1 + 3boI (p)
I (p) = 32 2 J  J  dqq3(q2 + p2 — 2pq cos 0) x G(q) G (\/q2 + p2 — 2pq cos 0 .
0 0
(6.66)
6.9.2 Convergence of the calculated integrals
Before starting the numerical integration, we must be sure that the equations we 
are going to integrate are integrable, and results are converging. The system of 
equations 6.63-6.66 has three special points. The first special point is at q = 0 in 
Eq. (6.66), the second special point is p = q in Eq. (6.66) and 6.64, the third special 
point is at the infinity.
To perform such estimations, we need to take into account the expected behavior of 
the correlation function G(q) in the limits q ^  0 and q ^  œ. In the limit q ^  œ  the 
answer is simple, G(q) k  1/q4. In the limit q ^  0 an asymptotic behaviour of G(q) is 
known and G(q) k  1/q4—n [28], where 0 < n < 1. Then in the vicinity of 0 (q ^  0) 
for I(p) we can write from Eq. (6.66)
2n a
I  (p) k  ƒ  d0 ƒ  dqq3(p2 + q2 — 2pq cos 0)G(q) G (/ p 2 + q2 — 2pq cos
0 0  
2n a
3 2 2 1
d0 / dq q (p + q — 2pq cos 0) 4—n
0 0 q4—'n I a/ p2 + q2 — 2pq cos ' ^ / p 0^
2n a 2n a
/ d0 /  — 7------ - ----- ÿ —72 k  ƒ  d0 J qr—n, (6.67)
0 0 q1—n( p2 + q2 — 2pq cos 0 )  0 0
where a is small. The integral converges if n > 0.
The second case, is when p ^  q and 0 ^  0 in the integrand of Eq. (6.66). In this 
case we need to check the convergence of the integral in the area 0 ^  0 ^  A ^  and
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p ^  q ^  p + a, where A ^  and a are small numbers. For the sake of simplicity and 
without loss of generality we can let p =1 , then we can substitute q = 1 + x, where 
x is small and dq = dx, cos 0 = 1 — 0 2/2. Under these conditions, the integrand of 
Eq. (6.66) can be expanded as
q3(p2 + q2 — 2pq cos 0)G(q) G (\/p2 + q2 — 2pq cos 0) 
= q3(p2 + q2 — 2pq cos 0) / _________________\4-n
q4-n ( -y/p2 + q2 — 2pq cos 0 1
1 Í 0 2
q = x + 1, cos 0 = 1 --— s ~i-n/2 I H r 2
q1-n Í p2 + q2 — 2pq cos 0
1 1 (6.68)
1-n/2 (x2 + 02)1-n/2
(1 + x)1-^ 2 + 2x + x2 — 2(1+ x — f  — f-) '
where x and 0 are much smaller than 1. Then, the integral (6.66) can be written in 
the vicinity of p =1  as
A  ^ a
1 (D « ƒ d0 /  (x2 + 0x)l-n/2 • (6-69)
0 0
This integral converges for any n > 0.
The convergence of the integral (6.66) for any p if q ^  œ  is obvious, G(q) «  q-4 
for q ^  œ  and integrand can be written as
q3(p2 + q2 — 2pq cos 0)G(q) G (\/p2 + q2 — 2pq cos 0  =
= q3(p2 + q2 — 2pqcos 0) , 1 (6 70)
q4(^ p 2 + q2 — 2pq cos 0 )4 q3
The integral (6.66) for q ^  œ  is proportional to ƒ  dqq-3 and decays very fast. This 
fast decay allows us to cut off the upper limit of integration at some value qmax as 
discussed in section 6.3 of chapter 6.
So that, we see that the integral (6.66) converges in all special point. We can 
proceed with the convergence of the integral (6.64). This integral also has three 
special points at p = 0, p = q, and p = œ. We start with the point p ^  0. First of 
all, we need to know the asymptotic behaviour of 1 (p) when p ^  0. In Ref. [28] this 
behaviour is found to be
1 (p) «  p2n-2. (6.71)
This means that for b(p) we can write
b 1
b(p> = 1 + 3 ^  “  37(p) = p2-2”- (6-72)
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Then, the integrand of the (6.64) for a fixed q and p ^  0 can be written as
/-------------  p2—2np q4 sin4 0
b(p)pq4 sin4 0 G {\Jq2 + p2 — 2qp cos 0) = — . =---«
V ; (Vp2 + q2 — 2pq cos 0)4-n
«  p3-2n q4 sin4 0. (6.73) 
Thus, the integral (6.64) converges for p ^  0 if the following integral converges
2n a
£ (q) = J d0 j dpp3-2n q4 sin4 0. (6.74)
0 0
In turn, this integral converges for n < 2. The second case is q ^  p and 0 ^  0 in 
the integrand of Eq. (6.64). In this case we need to check the convergence of the 
integral in the area 0 ^  0 ^  A$ and q ^  p ^  q + a, where A$ and a are small 
numbers. For the sake of simplicity and without loss of generality we can let q = 1, 
then we can substitute p = 1 + x, where x is small and dp = dx, cos 0 = 1 — 02/2, 
sin4 0 = 04. Under these conditions, the integrand of Eq. (6.64) can be expanded as
__________________  r 02 -
b(p)pq4 sin4 0G(\/q2 + p2 — 2qp cos 0  = < p = x + 1, cos 0 =1  — —, sin4 0 = 04
^ b(1 + x)(1+ x) q404 04 (6 75)
~ (x2 + 02)!-n/2 (x2 + 02)i-n/2.  ^ ;
So that, the integral (6.64) converges in the vicinity of the point q = p if the follow­
ing integral converges
A$ a
/ f  04d 0 / dp (x2 + 02).-,/2 ■ (6-76)0 0
This integral converges for n > —4. The last check for Eq. (6.64) is the convergence 
of the integral for q ^  œ. Once again we start with the asymptotic behaviour of 
b(p). As it follows from Eq. (6.66) I(p) ^  0 when p ^  œ, then from Eqs. (6.65) it 
follows that b(p) «  b0. In the limit p ^  œ, for a given q the integrand of Eq. (6.64) 
can be written as
b(p)pq4 sin4 0 G (^ q 2 + p2 — 2qpcos 0) «  bopq4^in 0 K . (6.77)^ 4 ^ .  ^  «  bopq4 sin^  k
p4 p3
This means, that the integral (6.64) converges when p ^  œ, because the following 
integral
2n »
J d 0  J  dp , (6.78)
0 a
converges for a > 0.
We have found that the integrals (6.66) and (6.64) converge for any 0 < p < 
œ  and 0 < q < œ  for any 0 < n < 1. In turn, this means that the system of
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equations (6.63)-(6.66) also converges for 0 < n < 1 so that, we do not need 
to take any special measures to integrate these equations and can safely use the 
integration procedures as described in sections 6.3.
C h a p t e r  7
H o w  d o e s  g r a p h e n e  m e l t ?
The high temperature behaviour of graphene is studied by atomistic simulations 
based on an accurate interatomic potential for carbon. We find that clustering 
of Stone-Wales defects and formation of octagons are the first steps in the process 
of melting which proceeds via the formation of carbon chains. The molten state 
forms a three-dimensional network of entangled chains rather than a simple liq­
uid. The melting temperature estimated from the two-dimensional Lindemann 
criterion and from extrapolation of our simulation for different heating rates is 
about 4900 K.
The body of this chapter has been accepted for publication as “Melting of graphene: from 
two to one dimension”,
K. V. Zakharchenko, Annalisa Fasolino, J. H. Los, M. I. Katsnelson, , J. Phys. Cond. Matter, 
23 202202, (2011), arXiv:U04.1130.
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7.1 Introduction
The structural properties of graphene are as exceptional as its electronic struc­
ture [41]. Being the simplest two-dimensional (2D) membrane, graphene is a natu­
ral benchmark of our understanding of physics in 2D [13, 31]. Melting in 2D is usu­
ally described in terms of creation of topological defects, like unbound disclinations 
and dislocations [96]. In the hexagonal lattice of graphene, typical disclinations are 
pentagons (5) and heptagons (7) while dislocations are 5-7 pairs. In carbon sys­
tems, pairs of 5-7 dislocations that may be created by rotation of a carbon bond are 
called Stone-Wales (SW) defects. SW defects are non-topological defects since they 
have Burger vector and Frank vector equal to zero [97] and thus do not introduce 
any torsion or curvature in the system. Although graphene is a 2D crystal, it bears 
also many analogies to other graphitic structures such as fullerenes and nanotubes 
for which the melting has been studied in [98] and [99, 100] respectively. Since 
it is known that melting of small particles is essentially different from that of bulk 
crystals, the relation between the melting mechanisms in fullerenes and nanotubes 
and that in graphene is not a priory known. Besides, fullerenes possess an intrin­
sic curvature that might drastically affect the whole picture of melting [101]. Our 
atomistic simulations give a scenario of the melting of graphene as the decomposi­
tion of the 2D crystal in a 3D network of 1D chains. The molten phase is similar to 
the one found for fullerenes [98]. Similar structures can be seen in simulations of 
nanotubes [99, 100]. We find that, for graphene, a crucial role is played by SW de­
fects. It is the clustering of SW defects that triggers the formation of octagons which 
are the precursors for the spontaneous melting around Tm «  4900 K in our simula­
tions. This temperature is higher than the value of 4000 K found for fullerenes [98] 
and close to the 4800 K found for nanotubes [99], but not as high as the value 5800 K 
estimated for graphene by extrapolation to infinite radius nanotubes in Ref. [100].
We study the melting of graphene by Monte Carlo simulations in the NVT and NPT 
ensembles (constant number of particles N , constant volume V or constant pressure 
P and constant temperature T) with periodic boundary conditions in the plane for 
samples of N = 1008, N = 4032 and N = 16128 atoms. The interatomic interactions 
are calculated with the LCBOPII potential [38] that we have shown to describe well 
the elastic and thermal properties of graphene [36] as well as the liquid phase [38]. 
It is important to note that this potential allows bond breaking and formation with 
realistic energy barriers. Also it gives a much better description of the lattice dy­
namics [102] than the Tersoff potential used in Ref. [99]. To speed up equilibration 
and improve the sampling of long wavelength out-of-plane distortions, we also used 
collective wave moves as described in Ref. [75]. More details on the computational 
procedure can be found in our previous works [31, 36, 75]. To estimate the melting 
temperature Tm we have performed simulations where the temperature is increased 
at slower and slower heating rates as we will describe.
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FIGURE 7.1 : Top: Snapshot of grap hene at T = 5000 K during the melting pro cess in a NPT 
simulation (N = 16128, P = 0). All pentagons and heptagons are marked in red. Bottom: side 
view of the same sample when the melting is completed.
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7.2 Simulation
In Fig. 7.1 we show a typical configuration of graphene on the way to melting at 
5000 K > Tm. The coexistence of crystalline and melted regions indicates a first 
order phase transition. The most noticeable features are the puddles of graphene 
that have melted into chains. The melted areas are surrounded by disordered 5­
7 clusters, resulting from the clustering and distortion of SW defects. They have 
the smallest formation energy and start appearing at «  3800 K. In Fig. 7.1 also 
isolated and pairs of SW defects are present whereas we never observe isolated 
pentagons, heptagons or 5-7 dislocations. Possibly, the less energetically favourable 
ring structures observed in the simulations of nanotubes [99] are due to a less 
accurate description of the energetics given by the Tersoff potential. In comparison 
with the previous studies for fullerenes and nanotubes, the much larger size of our 
samples allows to investigate the role of the spontaneous formation and annihilation 
of SW defects in the melting process. In Ref. [98], the effect of SW defects on the 
melting temperature was studied by adding SW defects by hand.
In Fig. 7.2 we show the average number of heptagons 1 as a function of tempera­
ture together with the Arrhenius behaviour with the formation energy = 4.6 eV 
given by LCBOPII [38]. We see that only for T < 4000 K the fit is quite good which 
demonstrates that all heptagons are part of almost isolated SW defects as also con­
firmed by visual inspection of typical configurations. At higher temperatures, de­
viations indicating a higher formation energy per heptagon signals the observed 
clustering of SW. We find that 5-7 clusters act as nuclei for the melting. This is 
in contrast with graphite where melting is initiated by interplanar covalent bond 
formation. Close inspection shows that regions with 5-7 clusters favor the transfor­
mation of three hexagons into two pentagons and one octagon (Fig. 7.3) that we 
never see occurring in the regular hexagonal lattice far from the 5-7 clusters or near 
isolated SW defects. The octagons, in turn, are the precursors for the formation of 
larger rings. Due to the weakening of the bonds forming the relatively small angles 
in the pentagons around them, the atoms forming these larger rings tend to detach 
from the lattice and form chains.
When melting is completed the carbon chains form an entangled 3D network with a 
substantial amount of three-fold coordinated atoms, linking the chains. Therefore, 
this low density structure reminds rather a polymer gel than a simple liquid. In 
fact the radial distribution function shown in Fig. 7.4 displays a very sharp peak 
at distances smaller than the interatomic distance in graphene, due to the forma­
tion of shorter double bonds in the chains. In typical simple liquids, instead, the 
first peak shifts to larger values of interatomic distances when going from a crys­
tal to a liquid [103]. This high temperature phase has also been found for molten 
fullerenes [98].
In Fig. 7.6 we show the evolution of the potential energy and structural properties
1We have used the code polipy, Kroes J, http://sourceforge.net/projects/polypy to count the num­
ber of R5/R7 rings.
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T K-1 x 10-4
FIGURE 7.2: Average number of heptagonal rings (R7) in the NVT ensemble as a function 
of temperature for the N = 16128 sample. The dashed line shows the Arrhenius behaviour 
with the formation energy of SW defects given by LCBOPII, ESW = 4.6 eV which gives a good 
description only up to E æ 4000 K whereas a fit to the data for T > 4400 (solid line) gives a 
higher formation energy of æ 4.95 eV, due to SW clusterization.
of an initially flat, graphene layer as a function of Monte Carlo steps (1 step is 
equal to N displacement trials) at T = 4750 K (below melting) and at T = 5000 
K where melting occurs within about 107 Monte Carlo steps around step 2.5 x 107. 
we see that the rise of the potential energy at melting, is mirrored by the growth 
of the number of chains (nc) at the expenses of the six-member rings (R6) of the 
crystalline phase. The number of eight-member rings (R8) that are formed close to 
clusters of SW defects, instead, increases when melting starts and decreases when 
chains are formed, illustrating the melting mechanisms described previously.
7.3 Lindemann criterion in 2D
The Lindemann criterion [103, 104] ^ (u2)m/d æ 0.2 (where (u2)m is the mean- 
square atomic displacement at the melting temperature and d is the interatomic 
distance at T = 0) is commonly used to estimate the melting temperature in 3D 
systems. Since in 2D the mean square displacement (u2) is divergent at finite tem­
peratures [19], we need to consider differences of atomic displacements [58, 59]. 
Adapting the melting criterion used in Ref. [58] to the honeycomb lattice of gra­
phene we define the average quantity
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Figure 7.3: One typical transformation within a cluster of SW defects (see text).
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FIGURE 7.4: Radial distribution function (rdf) at T = 4750 K and T = 5000 K, below and 
above melting. After melting, the first peak is shifted to smaller distances, reflecting the chain 
formation and further structure, typical of the crystalline phase, is washed out.
where a = 1 /^np0 where p0 is the 2D particle density at T = 0 K, r, is the position 
of the i-th atom and where the sum over j  runs over the n atoms closest to atom i. 
In Fig. 7.7 we show y«. for n = 3, 9 and 12, namely, including one, two and three 
coordination spheres (see the inset in Fig. 7.6). Since the difference between second 
and third neighbor distances is relatively small, the distinction between second and 
third neighbours becomes fuzzy at very high temperatures as one can see from 
the merging of the related peaks in the radial distribution in the inset of Fig. 7.3. 
Therefore we think that y12 is more meaningful than y9. Interestingly, as shown in 
Fig. 7.7, melting occurs when y12 «  0.1 as found for the strictly 2D triangular lattice 
in Ref. [58]. Instead, y3 remains much smaller due to the rigidity of the covalent 
nearest-neighbour bonds.
To estimate the melting temperature we consider the effect of heating the sample 
at different rates. In Fig. 7.7 we show the potential energy per atom (Fig. 7.7a) 
and y12 (Fig. 7.7b) for several heating rates, each half of the previous one. One can 
see that the temperature at which the energy and y12 suddenly grow, signaling the 
melting, moves from about 5200 K towards the left saturating slightly above 4900 K.
The closest system to graphene is graphite. The melting temperature of graphite 
has been extensively studied experimentally at pressures around 10 GPa and the 
results present a large spread between 4000 K and 5000 K [105]. With LCBOPII, free 
energy calculations give Tm = 4250 K, almost independent of pressure between 1 
and 20 GPa [106]. At zero pressure, however, graphite sublimates before melting at
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3000 K [105]. Monte Carlo simulations with LCBOPII at zero pressure show that, at 
3000 K, graphite sublimates through detachment of the graphene layers [106]. The 
melting of graphene in vacuum that we have studied here can be thought of as the 
last step in the thermal decomposition of graphite, the 2D graphene layers melting 
into a 3D liquid network of 1D chains. Interestingly, formation of carbon chains has 
been observed in the melt zone of graphite under laser irradiation [107]. Although 
the temperature T = 4900 K of spontaneous melting represents an upper limit for 
Tm, our simulations suggest that Tm of graphene at zero pressure is higher than that 
of graphite.
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FIGURE 7.5: Behaviour of several quantities as a function of the number of Monte Carlo steps 
starting from a solid flat graphene layer (N = 16128) at T = 4750 K (below melting) and at 
T = 5000 K where melting occurs within about 107 Monte Carlo steps around step 2.5 x 107. 
From top to bottom: a) Total potential energy E in eV/atom; b) Number of six-member rings 
R6; c) Number of 8-member rings R8. Eight-member rings are formed close to clusters of SW 
defects. R8 increases when melting starts and decreases when chains are formed, illustrating the 
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FIGURE 7.6: Temperature depend enee of 73, 79 and 712 calculated including the closest three, 
nine and twelve neighbours (see inset). The last points indicated by arrows correspond to the 
onset of the liquid phase for which these quantities diverge for infinite systems.
T, K
FIGURE 7.7: Potential energy (a) and y12 (b) as a function of temperature for graphene layer 
(N = 1008) for five different heating rates, each two times slower than the previous one, namely 
1, 1/2 1/4 1/8 1/16 degree Kelvin per 1000 Monte Carlo steps as indicated by the labels.
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Su m m a r y
This work presents an atomistic and continuum model study of graphene. We con­
sider structural and mechanical properties of graphene and temperature effects on 
these properties. Theoretical results obtained in this thesis have been compared to 
the available experimental data, and found to be in good agreement. Graphene has 
so many unique properties, that we possibly need several pages only to describe 
them. Here, we are focusing on only few of these features. In comparison with 
3D solids entropy can play an important role and become dominant for 2D systems 
embedded into a 3D space. Just imagine, how many possibilities you have to place 
a flexible sheet of paper in a cubic box. At least you can place it on different height 
and bend it in many different ways. Being such a 2D crystal, graphene could have 
been expected to be unstable, and have large destructive out-of-plane fluctuations, 
whereas, it turned out that it is extremely stable and one of the strongest materials 
on Earth.
Among the unusual properties of graphene discussed in this thesis are the anoma­
lous behaviour of elastic moduli and thermal expansion. Most materials become 
weaker with temperature and expand during heating, while graphene in a wide 
range of temperatures shows the opposite behaviour: it shrinks during heating and 
elastic moduli are growing. Also the way how graphene melts is unexpected. Usu­
ally, thin films have lower melting temperature than bulk materials because the 
atoms can behave more freely. But graphene, remains ordered up to the melting 
temperature of graphite or even higher. We have investigated in detail what takes 
place before melting and identified that the clustering of Stone-Wales defects plays 
an important role.
The results obtained for graphene using atomistic simulations with a realistic poten­
tial, that allow to calculate critical exponents for the growth of out-of-plane fluctua­
tions, are also important in other fields of physics. In fact the stability of membranes 
is of interest also in soft matter and statistical physics. Our results, on the one hand, 
support existing theories, and, on the other hand, extend them to the special case of 
bilayers, that exist in graphene, and that have not been studied before as a separate 
case.
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Chapter 1 gives a general introduction and a bit of history of the use of carbon 
on Earth. In the next chapter, chapter 2 we introduce the continuum description 
of graphene as a crystalline membrane, which means that we neglect any micro­
scopic detail and consider it on lengthscales much larger than interatomic distances. 
Taking into account, that the thickness of graphene is estimated to be between 
0.23 Â and 3.5 Â (1 Â = 10-10 m =0 .1  nm), while the interatomic distance is 
1.42 Â, we can safely neglect thickness when considering graphene on a scale larger 
than few tens of Angstrom. Thus, we can safely assume that graphene is a truly 2D 
surface, fluctuating in the 3D Euclidean space. We use the language of differential 
geometry to introduce in chapter 2 the basic notation, which will be used in the rest 
of the thesis.
Chapter 3 is mostly dedicated to the details of the Monte Carlo simulations. We con­
sider ways of speeding up large scale simulations and improvements, which help to 
access the long wavelength limit for finite-size systems. Here we introduce a Monte 
Carlo sampling based on collective atomic moves (wave moves). This technique al­
lows to greatly improve the performance of Monte Carlo simulations, especially for 
big samples. On the basis of our results, we also conclude that despite its extreme 
elastic moduli, graphene behaves as a prototype membrane.
In chapter 4 we study the temperature dependence of lattice parameter, elastic prop­
erties and heat capacity of graphene. We show an unusual, non-monotonic, behav­
ior of the lattice parameter. It decreases up to approximately 900 K (indicating 
negative thermal expansion up to this temperature), and changes sign afterwards. 
This finding is found to be in agreement with experimental results. At the same 
time, the shear modulus also demonstrate anomalous behaviour and grows up to 
approximately 900 K.
In the following chapter 5, we studied the structural and thermodynamic proper­
ties of bilayer graphene, which can be considered as a prototype two-layer mem­
brane. The thermal expansion coefficient changes sign from negative to positive 
above «  400 K, which is lower than previously (in chapter 4) found for single layer 
graphene and close to the experimental value of bulk graphite. We also introduced 
a new Hamiltonian which accounts for interlayer interactions in bilayer graphene 
and showed that it correctly describes the behavior of bilayer graphene. We have 
found that, depending on the wave vector, the height fluctuations in the two layers
o
are either coherent (at scales smaller than 20 Â) or incoherent (at scales larger than 
20 Â) and we have discussed the consequences of this fact for observable properties, 
like height fluctuations and electron scattering.
Chapter 6 is the biggest in this thesis. In the first half of this chapter, we have stud­
ied numerically the self-consistent theory of polymerized membranes applied to gra­
phene and compared theoretical results with Monte Carlo simulations. The second 
part is dedicated to the suppression of out-of-plane fluctuations by applying external 
strain. The results show that, for a stiff membrane as graphene, anharmonic effects 
are strongly reduced by strain. The correlation functions obtained from theoretical 
calculations compare well with those calculated from atomistic simulations. Taking
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into account that the scattering of electrons by flexural phonons has been shown 
to be the main limitation for the charge mobility in suspended graphene, our re­
sults point to the fact that the application of a small tension to the graphene layer 
would reduce the out-of-plane vibrations related to the flexural modes, increasing 
the mobility of the suspended samples.
In the last 7th chapter we melt graphene. We find that clustering of Stone-Wales 
defects formed during heating and formation of octagons are the first steps in the 
process of melting which proceeds via the formation of carbon chains. The molten 
state forms a 3D network of entangled chains rather than a simple liquid. The 
estimated melting temperature is found to be one of highest among other materials 
on Earth, about 4900 K.
110 Summary
Sa m e n v a t t in g
Dit proefschrift presenteert een atomistische en continuüm modelstudie van grafeen. 
We beschouwen structurele en mechanische eigenschappen van grafeen en tempe- 
ratuureffecten op deze eigenschappen. De theoretische resultaten die zijn gevonden 
in dit proefschrift zijn vergeleken met de beschikbare experimentele data. Ze bleken 
in goede overeenstemming te zijn. Grafeen heeft zoveel unieke eigenschappen, dat 
we meerdere pagina’s nodig zouden hebben om ze te beschrijven. Hier concentre­
ren we ons enkel op een paar van deze eigenschappen. In vergelijking met een 3D 
systeem, kan bij een 2D systeem dat is ingebed in een 3D ruimte, zoals grafeen, 
entropie een belangrijke rol spelen en dominant worden. Stelt u zich voor hoeveel 
mogelijkheden er zijn om een vel papier in een kubische doos te plaatsen. Het 
vel papier kan op verschillende hoogtes worden geplaatst en onder verschillende 
hoeken. Aangezien grafeen een 2D kristal is, zou men kunnen verwachten dat het 
instabiel is en grote destructieve fluctuaties uit-het-vlak heeft. Grafeen blijkt echter 
juist extreem stabiel en één van de sterkste materialen op aarde te zijn.
De ongewone eigenschappen van grafeen die in dit proefschrift besproken worden, 
zijn het abnormale gedrag van de elastische moduli en thermische expansie. De 
meeste materialen worden zwakker en zetten uit bij verwarming, terwijl grafeen 
in een breed gebied van temperaturen het tegenovergestelde gedrag vertoont: het 
krimpt bij verwarming en de elastische moduli nemen toe. Ook de manier waarop 
grafeen smelt is onverwacht. Gewoonlijk hebben dunne laagjes een lagere smelt- 
temperatuur dan bulk materialen, omdat de atomen vrijer kunnen bewegen. Maar 
grafeen blijft geordend tot aan de smelttemperatuur van grafiet of zelfs tot nog 
hogere temperaturen. We hebben in detail onderzocht wat er gebeurt voor het 
smelten en vastgesteld dat het groeperen van Stone-Wales defecten een belangrijke 
rol speelt.
De resultaten voor grafeen, verkregen door het doen van atomistische simulaties 
met een realistische potentiaal, die het mogelijk maken om de kritische exponen­
ten van de groei van de fluctuaties uit het vlak te berekenen, zijn ook belangrijk in
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andere gebieden van de natuurkunde. De stabiliteit van membranen, is van belang 
in de zachte gecondenseerde materie en statistische fysica. Onze resultaten onder­
steunen de bestaande theorieën en breiden ze uit tot het bijzondere geval van een 
dubbellaag. Een dubbellaag kan bestaan in grafeen en is voorheen nog niet onder­
zocht als een apart geval.
Hoofdstuk 1 bevat een algemene inleiding en een korte geschiedenis van het gebruik 
van koolstof op aarde. In het volgende hoofstuk, hoofdstuk 2, introduceren we de 
continuüm beschrijving van grafeen als een kristallijn membraan. Deze beschrij­
ving houdt in dat we alle microscopische details negeren en grafeen beschouwen op 
lengteschalen veel groter dan de interatomaire afstanden. In ogenschouw nemende 
dat de dikte van grafeen wordt geschat tussen de 0.23 Â en 3.5 Â (1 Â = 10-10 m = 
0.1 nm), terwijl de interatomaire afstand 1.42 Â is, kunnen we veilig de dikte ver­
waarlozen wanneer we grafeen beschouwen op een lengteschaal groter dan enkele 
tientallen Â ngströms. Dit betekent dat we veilig kunnen aannemen dat grafeen een 
2D oppervlak is dat beweegt in de 3D Euclidische ruimte. We gebruiken de taal van 
de differentiaalmeetkunde om in hoofdstuk 2 de standaard notatie te introduceren 
die wordt gebruikt in de rest van het proefschrift.
Hoofdstuk 3 is gewijd aan de details van de Monte Carlo simulaties. We bekijken 
hoe we de simulaties op grote schaal kunnen versnellen en kunnen verbeteren. Hier­
mee wordt het mogelijk om systemen van eindige grote te bekijken in de limiet van 
grote golflengtes. Hier introduceren we een Monte Carlo sampling die gebaseerd 
is op collectieve verplaatsingen van de atomen (als een golf). Deze techniek zorgt 
voor grote verbeteringen in de prestaties van de Monte Carlo simulatie, zeker voor 
grote samples. Op basis van onze resultaten kunnen we concluderen dat grafeen 
zich gedraagt als een prototype membraan, ondanks zijn extreme elastische moduli.
In hoofdstuk 4 bestuderen we de temperatuursafhankelijkheid van de roostercon- 
stante, de elastische eigenschappen en de warmtecapaciteit van grafeen. We maken 
ongebruikelijk, niet-monotoon gedrag van de roosterconstante zichtbaar. Deze neemt 
af met de temperatuur tot ongeveer 900 K (wat duidt op een negative thermische 
expansiecoëfficiënt), maar neemt toe bijhogere temperaturen. Dit resultaat is in 
overeenstemming met experimentele gegevens. De schuifmodulus vertoont eve­
neens opmerkelijk gedrag en groeit tot de temperatuur ongeveer 900 K is.
In het volgende hoofdstuk, hoofdstuk 5, hebben we de structurele en thermody­
namische eigenschappen van dubbellaags grafeen bestudeerd. Dubbellaags grafeen 
kan beschouwd worden als een prototype dubbellaags membraan. De thermische 
expansiecoëfficiënt verandert van teken van negatief naar positief boven ongeveer 
400 K. Dit is lager dan de in hoofdstuk 4 gevonden waarde voor enkellaags grafeen 
en dicht bij de experimentele waarde van bulk grafiet. Daarnaast hebben we een 
nieuwe Hamiltoniaan geïntroduceerd die de interactie tussen de lagen in dubbel- 
laags grafeen beschrijft en het gedrag van dubbellaags grafeen correct beschijft. 
Afhankelijk van de golfvector zijn de hoogtefluctuaties in de twee lagen coherent
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(voor correlatielengtes kleiner dan 20 Â) of incoherent (voor correlatielengtes groter
o
dan 20 Â). We hebben gesproken over de consequenties hiervan voor observabele 
eigenschappen als hoogtefluctuaties en elektronverstrooiing.
Hoofdstuk 6 is het grootste hoofdstuk in dit proefschrift. In de eerste helft van dit 
hoofdstuk hebben we de zelf-consistente theorie van gepolymeriseerde membranen 
toegepast op grafeen, numeriek bestudeerd en de theoretische resultaten vergeleken 
met Monte Carlo simulaties. De tweede helft hebben we besteed aan de onder­
drukking van de fluctuaties uit het vlak ten gevolge van externe trekkrachten. Het 
resultaat laat zien dat voor stijve materialen als grafeen, anharmonische effecten 
sterk gereduceerd worden door uitrekken. De correlatiefuncties die gevonden zijn 
door middel van theoretische berekeningen komen goed overeen met degenen die 
door middel van atomistische simulaties zijn verkregen. Verstrooiing van elektronen 
aan fononen die uit het vlak trillen, is de grootste begrenzing van ladingsmobiliteit 
in opgehangen grafeen. Ons resultaat dat het uitrekken van grafeen deze fonon- 
modi onderdrukt, wijst er daarom op dat de mobiliteit van de lading vergroot wordt.
In het zevende en laatste hoofdstuk smelten we grafeen. We vinden daarbij dat 
Stone-Wales defecten die worden gevormd tijdens het verwarmen en de vorming 
van achthoeken de eerste stappen zijn in het proces van smelten, dit proces wordt 
vervolgd met de vorming van koolstofketens. De gesmolten toestand vormt geen 
eenvoudige vloeistof, maar een 3D netwerk van verstrengelde ketens. Het gevon­
den smeltpunt is een van de hoogste van alle materialen op aarde, ongeveer 4900 K.
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